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GOING GREEN
Cedars investigates energy consump
tion and conservation at CU.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
CU’s College Republicans increase
activity as Election 2008 approaches.
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WOMEN OF VISION, LUKE COMMISSION
UNITE TO HEAL ‘BODY AND SPIRIT’
Lyndsey Gvora
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-Staff WriterImagine him.
His eyes are wild and restless; his fists
form tense little balls. He is seated in a
makeshift clinic in the middle of Swaziland,
Africa. A nurse pulls out a needle, and his
black eyes become globes. He summons

40 percent of the population infected with is personally cared for and prayed over.
This is the Luke Commission.
AIDS. With a life expectancy o f 30 years,
Founded by Cedarville University
the middle-aged population is slowly disap
pearing. Children are orphaned. Despair is graduates Harry and Echo VanderWal, the
Luke Commission is a pioneering effort
prevalent in the eyes o f the youth.
in the field o f non-traditional medical mis
Imagine hope.
Two vans and two trailers stuffed with sions. The VanderWals, their team, and their
medicine, Bibles and clothing arrive in the four sons — a set o f seven-year-old triplets

bravery with the filling o f his lungs. Teeth
clenched, he turns his head away and allows
her stick his scrawny arm with the needle. At
seven years old, he is HIV positive.
Imagine Swaziland.
Wedged between Mozambique and
South Africa, it is a country whose sprawling
and beautiful plains cry out for deliverance.
Death is a real and relentless threat to the

country’s rural areas to rescue the dirty, the
destitute and the dying. A team made up of
an American doctor and his wife — a certi
fied physician assistant — 12 Swazi transla
tors and a handful of short-term missionar
ies come with kindness in their eyes. In a
country whose corrupt medical system turns
away many o f its sick citizens, this team will
not leave until every man, woman and child
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hurt the American economy?
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FESTIVAL IN THE SPRINGS
Yellow Springs has yet another street
fair.
ART ON THE EDGE
Dale Chihuly blows glass...
And your mind.

Dr. Cook to Run
fo r
S prin gfield M inistry
Stephanie Devine
-Staff WriterIn his ten years as a Bible professor at Ce
darville University, Dr. Jeffrey Cook’s pas
sion for urban ministry has been a powerful
agent of change in campus atmosphere and
students’ lives. His desire to discredit myths
concerning poverty and homelessness has in
spired many to action.
On Oct. 19, Cook will take his passion off
campus to the streets of Columbus, where he
will participate in the 26.2-mile Columbus
Marathon. Money raised will go entirely to
Changing.Lives Now, a thriving inner-city

ministry in Springfield.
This is Cook’s first marathon, and train
ing has not been easy. He explained that, al
though his internal commitment to the race is
strong, “it takes a lot o f external help, lots of
support, encouragement, a lot of people say
ing how to do it: counselors, trainers — folks
who stand with you.”
In terms of the spiritual preparation, Cook
explains, “parallels between preparing to run
a marathon and getting off of the street, out
of poverty, off of drugs are endless.”
The kind of external support he has re
ceived in training, he claims, is “the same
kind of thing [the urban poor] need. There

mm—

and a three-year-old named Zion — travel
throughout “the Bush,” Swaziland’s rural re
gion, conducting clinics at schools.
The VanderWals welcome an average of
600 Swazis per clinic. A typical “check up”
at the clinic consists o f an eye inspection,
HIV testing and counseling and a one-on-

See LUKE Page 3
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has to be a strong commitment from the
church to walk with people through the
hard challenges o f getting where they
need to be. ”
The primary connection driving
Cook is certainly not a comparison
many would make quickly. Pointing to
nonchalant Vecino’s customers, Cook
waxes philosophical: “It is as difficult
for a person trapped in poverty or living
on the street to imagine life would ever
be different as it is for an average, sub
urban, middle-class person to imagine
that he or she would ever be able to run
a 26-mile marathon.”
Cook has chosen to partner with
Changing Lives Now for that very rea
son. “Changing Lives Now has a strong
commitment to ministering to the urban

See COOK Page 3
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N U M BER S
3,300

Number of children, ages 5 to 17,
in the Springfield school district, living in fami
lies in poverty. The Cedar Cliff school district
has 63 children living in families in poverty.

$500 Amount donated to both the Mc
Cain and Clinton campaign from Cedarville
residents.

$775 Amount Dr. Dixon gave to Repub
lican political candidates from 1994 to 1999.
Five-hundred twenty-five dollars went to Sen.
Mike Dewine.

60

Number o f students on the College Re
publican e-mail list. The College Democrats
have 42 students on their list.

48.9

Percent o f Ohio citizens likely to
vote for Obama as compared to 44.9 for Mc
Cain.

$ 87.81 Price per barrel of oil on Mon
day, the lowest price in eight months.

531

Number o f NASDAQ listed compa
nies at a 52-week low, two business days after
the government bailout passed.

“My point is simple. The job o f a wife
and mother is to be a wife and mother.
Anything in addition to that must also be
subservient to it. There is no higher call
ing. Moreover, I believe Paul s admoni
tion should lead us to reject any notion o f
a wife and mother taking on the level o f
responsibility that Mrs. Palin is seeking. ”
-Voddie Baucham

“And speaking o f Governor Palin, I am so
tired o f hearing about her lack o f experi
ence. I want to tell you folks something.
She got more votes running fo r mayor o f
Wasilla, Alaska, than Joe Biden got run
ning fo r president o f the United States. ”
-Mike Huckabee

“In choosing Governor Sarah Pa
lin as his running mate, John Mc
Cain has chosen fo r the future.
The other guy looked back. John
looked forward....
And sh e’s already
had more executive experience than
the entire Democratic ticket combined.
She’s been a mayor. I love that. ”
-Rudy Giuliani

“I guess — I guess a small-town mayor is
sort o f like a community organizer, except
that you have actual responsibilities:”
-Sarah Palin

“On Iraq, she was just incoherent. She said
something about the surge and Obama and
fighting. But it didn’t answer the question,
which was: What is the right plan fo r Iraq ? ”
-Hilary Rosen commenting on Palin’s per
formance in the Vice Presidential Debate

“John has picked — John has picked a re
form-minded, hockey- momming, basketball
shooting, moose-hunting, salmon-fishing, pis
tol- packing mother o f fivefor vice president.
And as a fellow hockey mom my
self and a Western conservative moth
er, I couldn’t be prouder that John has
shaken things up, as he usually does”.
-Cindy McCain
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ME MB E R

Cedars goal is to provide
news, information, and
viewpoints about our local,
national, and international
worlds. Cedars strives to of
fer accurate information and
thoughtful opinions which
promote biblical thinking
and participation in the
communities in which we
live. The opinions expressed
in Cedars are held by the
individual writers and are
not necessarily held by the
Cedars staff or by Cedarville
University.

JONATHON MOULTROUP

JONATHON MOULTROUP

Jacob Eldridge and his partner paddle across Cedar Lake during
the 14th annual cardboard canoe race.

Ricardo Alliman breaks out a few dance m oves at Moonlight
Madness.

Fo r m o re c o l o r pic t u r es v isit t h e n ew C edars w eb sit e at
HTTP://CEDARS.CEDARVI LLE.EDU

cedars@cedarville.edu
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College Republicans Increase Campus Activity
K elly Miller
. -Staff WriterAs the 2008 presidential election ap
proaches, Cedarville University’s College
Republicans are busy campaigning and
planning activities for the 2008-2009school
year.
The College Republicans have already
helped Republican campaigns with phone
banks and door-to-door campaigning, ac
cording to College Republican president Ra
chel Ross, a senior political science major.
They are involved not only in John McCa
in’s campaign, but also in Chris Widener’s
campaign for state representative and Steve
Austria’s campaign for the House of Repre
sentatives.
The College Republicans conducted a
voter registration drive last week, through
which approximately 200 people registered
by Friday. On Sept. 17, they partnered with
the College Democrats to help with Prayer
Trek.
“This year we’re trying to be a lot more
active than last year,” explained David Reke,
who serves as chaplain for the College Re
publicans. “We see this year as being a very
important election year, and Ohio is the
swing state.”
Ross views the work of the College Re
publicans as a ministry to CU students and
the surrounding community. “I really en
joyed getting out into the community and
just meeting people,” she said. “They’re

really excited because you’re young and
you’re involved in politics.”
Kate Celia, College Republican trea
surer, agreed. When she helped campaign
in Springfield, one woman recognized the
group as CU students even though they were
not wearing T-shirts. “It’s cool that people
know that we’re different,” Celia said.
She believes it is important for Chris
tians to be involved in the political process.
“Since we’re in a democracy and we have
the opportunity to participate in government,

Left to right: Kate Celia, David Reke, Lindsay Norton, Grant Bacon, Rachel Ross

WOMEN FOR SCHOLARSHIP
TO CURB STUDENT DEBT
Justin Busenitz
-Staff WriterThere is a new organization on campus
dedicated to raising funds for Cedarville
University student scholarships.
Inspired by Lynne Brown, first lady of
CU, women around the nation, united by
their common connection to CU and their
desire to help students financially, are com
ing together to make a difference. They call
themselves Women for Scholarship (WFS).
Brown’s recognition o f the need for

we ought to elect leaders whose standards
can be as closely aligned with the Bible as
possible,” Celia said.
With this goal in mind, the College Re
publicans plan to publish a newsletter. Ac
cording to Reke, a group of writers is form
ing and plans to release the first issue before
the election on Nov. 4.
Ross explained the College Republicans
hope to encourage students to research is
sues on their own and develop a biblical per
spective.

c r y s t a l f l ip p in

more student scholarships prompted the
formation o f WFS last year. “Bill [President
Brown] and I are very student-minded,”
Brown says. “When I came to Cedarville
University, I asked myself how I could best
serve students. As I got to know students, I
found that finding financial means to come
to Cedarville was a consistent problem for
students.”
In her effort to determine what she could
do to help, she came up with the idea o f an
organization for women dedicated to rais
ing scholarship money for students. WFS is

a result o f this vision.
According to the CU Financial Aid
Office, the average CU student gradu
ates with over $17,000 in federal student
loans.
“Individuals used to be able to pay
for a significant part o f their college
expenses by working full-time during
the summers and part-time during the
school year,” says Fred Merritt, execu
tive director o f Financial Aid. “Howev
er, in today’s economy that’s no longer
possible.”
The ladies o f WFS are motivated to
work together to do what they can to
help because they recognize the signifi
cant burden debt puts on graduates and
the inability o f many students to attend

burnt out,” said Schlueter. “But the more the
VanderWals see it, the more in love with the
AIDS patients they fall. They firmly believe
that that’s where God’s heart is — with the
people who are truly the least o f these.”
Schlueter explained the morale o f the
AIDS victims, saying, “The patients have
nothing. They have no hope. They’re staring
death right in the face — they have a death
sentence — and they can do nothing to help
themselves. That’s why the main focus of
everything we did was to share the Gospel.”
This year, CU’s Women of Vision (WOV)
organization has chosen to support the Luke
Commission. Presently, they are working
with the VanderWals to raise support. On
Nov. 6, the WOV will host a student forum
in the atrium o f the CBTS. The VanderWals
will give a presentation about their ministry
and have a time for questions afterward. A

dinner and presentation for donors will
be held on Nov. 8.
Also, Stony Creek Roasters will be
gin to sell the Luke Commission Blend.
Half o f the profit will go directly to sup
port the Luke Commission.
The building adjacent to Stony Creek
Roasters will be used throughout the
next few years as an Ohio base for the
VanderWals. In this space WOV plans to
set up a casual office where CU students
can come and go, volunteering their time
to clean and categorize eyeglasses to be
given out at clinics and research grants to
support the VanderWals. Acting on AIDS
and one of the IBC groups have already
made plans to donate their time.
The CU nursing department intends
to send two more teams o f junior nursing
students to Swaziland this summer.

continued from LUKE page 1

one visit with the doctor. Patients are then
given clothing and eyeglasses, if needed,
and medications to treat their illnesses. Ev
erything is provided to the patients free of
charge.
Tiffany Schlueter, a senior nursing ma
jor, was a member of CU’s MIS team to
Swaziland. The team worked alongside the
VanderWals during these clinics. What was
remarkable about the ministry, she said, was
its focus: “Our emphasis was not just on the
healing of the body, but healing of the spir
it,” she said.
During the MIS team’s visit, Bibles
were distributed to those who wanted them;
and a film, The Passion of the Christ, was
shown in a separate room. “It was difficult
for me to see suffering every day and not get

“The younger generation today is largely
uninformed about issues in our society, and
it’s important for us to learn what’s going on
in the world around us,” said Ross. “The pur
pose of the newsletter is to inform CU stu
dents about issues and to stretch their minds
and make them think about these issues that
do affect our lives and are going to continue
to affect their lives.”
The College Republicans will also hold
events intended to stimulate more politi
cal discussion , such as throwing parties for
watching the presidential debates and the
election.
According to College Republican sec
retary Lindsay Norton, former Sen. Mike
DeWine attends the organization’s meet
ings on occasion. Reke said the organization
hopes to engage some prominent political
figures to speak on campus.
Contacts from the McCain campaign are
telling Ross that McCain would still like to
hold a rally at CU.
“I ’ve heard from a lot of people that he
wants to come back, but we don’t have a spe
cific date or know if it will actually happen,”
Ross said.
The College Democrats recently invited
the College Republicans to a debate. How
ever, Norton explained that even if a debate
were desired, it would be impossible— the
national College Republicans organization
does not allow chapters to debate other cam
pus organizations.

CU for financial reasons.
“The thing that is really driving all o f us is
that we really do care about students and want
to express it in a very practical way,” says
Professor Rebecca Baker, vice president o f
WFS. “We are very aware that many students
are only here because o f scholarships. We re
ally want to make it possible for students to
come to Cedarville for whom it seems like the
only obstacle is finances. We want to be a part
o f that dream.”
The result is a group o f women working
together to come up with creative ways to
raise money. WFS operates by charging small
membership fees, which the members use as

See SCHOLARSHIP Page 5

continued from COOK page 1
poor.” Along with a Rehabilitation and Re
covery program, Changing Lives Now is a
key organization in the Adopt a Block min
istry.
Cook applauds their work “with folks
who are busted and disgusted, people that
most middle-class churches are just invisible
to. Our tendency in evangelicalism is to look
middle-class and up. Most folks think the
homeless and the poor are just irresponsible;
[however,] most homeless are single mothers
and children.”
As the big day approaches, Cook hopes
to continue spreading awareness and raising
funds for Changing Lives Now. Students,
faculty and any other supporters can contrib
ute through www.changinglivesnow.org, as
well as visiting “Jeff Cook’s Marathon for
the Poor” group on Facebook©.
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Least o f These: Wedad BAUM ANN, PHIPPS
Krista Kowatch
-Staff WriterWedad sits in a deep squat, pounding
commeal and water mechanically in an
iron pot. Her mother and three o f her seven
siblings form a semicircle around the TV
that they don’t understand. Their room is
dark, the curtains drawn.
Back in Darfur, where Wedad spent the
first 20 years o f her life, she functioned as
one member o f a larger, breathing body.
Habits, built like the collective construc
tion of each simple home, taught her to take
pride in dependency.
“I love my country very much, like ev
eryone do,” she says slowly, careful with

the new language. “The beautiful country.
It became the country of war, divided in
two.”
Division came in the form o f genocide.
Bombs blanketed her village and left her
tending survivors with severed limbs. The
survivors fled on foot, traveling through
sand storms that, Wedad says, left pregnant
women and their babies dead. The end of
that walk landed them living under a tree in
a Chadian refugee camp.
“Everyday I saw people I love dying,”
says Wedad. “In my head, I see them laugh
ing, but they are dead.”
A previous desire to be a nurse grows
dim as she now sits idly in her apartment
with her family o f nine. Her new neighbors

ignore her, and it’s just assumed that Wedad
and her family must be better off now that
they are in the United States.
She lives in an air-conditioned apart
ment, but she misses her house of mud.
There’s a Kentucky Fried Chicken across
the street, but she would give it up to work
with her friends for a meal. She hears of
students gathering to “save Darfur” at her
new school, yet sits alone day after day.
Wedad tells o f a time when she laughed,
a time when she got in trouble for talking
in class. Now she smiles, but she doesn’t
laugh. Her skin and mentality have aged
prematurely.
“Now, when I speak, it is not for myself.

All I do is to help my country,” she says
as she wraps a long cloth around her head
three times. All that is visible is her perspir
ing face leaning over her cooking. “But I
can do nothing.”
Her ultimate goal is not the American
dream; she wants to return to Sudan, her na
tive country. She’ll tell you about the moon
in Darfur at night. Her dark eyes will crin
kle, as if staring in the sun, as she smiles
and tells you about the sleepovers she used
to have with friends. She’ll tell you o f her
dreams for her country.
She’ll tell you she’s learned something.
“Not everybody loves. I think everything
is much easier when we love together.”

ENGAGE LOCAL
POLITICS
Stephanie Devine
-Staff WriterAfter 18 months o f service on the
Greene County Executive Board, Dr.
Eddie Baumann, 16-year education
professor at Cedarville University, is
running for Greene County Commis
sioner in the November election.
Baumann remembers being inter
ested in elections from a young age. “I
have worked on several campaigns be
fore,” Baumann says, but campaigning
himself “has been a good education.”
Although he has always been interested
in economics and civil infrastructures,
this is his first time running for a public
office.
As commissioner, Baumann would
supervise the water supply, sewers,
family services, library services, engi
neers, sheriffs and all other public ser
vants reporting to the county.
His particular platform emphasiz
es “trying to co-opt job growth in the
county, trying to make it more indus
trial with green technology.” Baumann
believes “if you encourage that kind of
industry, you’ll bring people who want
to protect wetlands and farmlands. That
would balance both economic growth
and stewardship issues.”
No discussion of Baumann’s cam
paign can overlook the unique ele
ment that partisan politics has played
in his responsibilities. As a Democratic
candidate and faculty advisor to the
College Democrats at CU, Baumann
admits that he has faced a measure of
skepticism from all sides.
“Among the evangelical communi
ty, it causes a little bit o f a double take.
Among Democrats, it causes the same
kind o f double take: ‘There are Dem
ocrats up at Cedarville?” ’ Baumann
cites “wedge issues” like abortion and
homosexuality as the biggest issues he
faces from both sides, especially as a
self-described “moderate Democrat.”
Although he encounters a variety
o f political criticisms on campus, Bau
mann’s greatest concern is that Chris
tians are “looking to legislate certain

kinds of things when the church should be
doing more to deal with those types o f is
sues.”
“We think somehow if we make abor
tion illegal that that will deal with the prob
lem,” he explains. “We’re dealing with the
government as supply side, but what can
we as a church do to decrease the demand
for abortion? That would be an important
consideration. 14 percent of people who get
an abortion claim to be evangelical Chris
tians — that tells us w e’re not quite doing
our job.”
As elections approach, Baumann looks
forward to continued campaign support
from his family and friends, as well as
strong Christian turnout at the polls.
Dr. Baumann, however, is not the only
CU professor to engage local politics.
In his 40 years at CU, Dr. James Phipps
has dedicated a sizeable chunk of his time
to local politics. As professor of commu
nication arts at CU, member of the Village
Council since 1984 and current Mayor of
Cedarville, Phipps is involved in many as
pects of village life.
In regards to his political career, Phipps
reports that he has “always had an interest
in public service. The mayor position is
nonpartisan, so I can avoid most o f the po
litical issues that would be found in larger
arenas.”
In terms o f his dueling obligations,
Phipps insists that there is “very little, if
any, conflict between what I do at the uni
versity and the m ayor’s job. I handle the
village issues in the evenings for the most
part.”
Relations between the village and CU
have only been positive from Phipps’ per
spective. “I would hope that my service
in the community has drawn the town and
the university closer together rather than
farther apart.” Phipps explains that in re
gard to mixing CU philosophy and village
politics, “there has not been any time that I
have felt that it has been a liability.”
Phipps acknowledges that while CU stu
dents are not usually local long enough to
engage in village policy, “students should
begin to engage in working with and as
sisting candidates at regional levels when
possible.”

CU Adds Study Abroad Opportunities
Christen Price
-Staff WriterCedarville University added a number of
study abroad programs this summer.
Although CU offers a variety o f inter
national programs, only a mere fraction of
students take advantage of the opportunity to
live and study overseas, a fact CU is trying
to change.
To facilitate student interest, CU is work
ing to implement more short-term, three to
six week-long, overseas courses. May 2009
will see CU’s largest study abroad group.
Tentatively, the programs will include the

Geology of National Parks trip with Dr. John
Whitmore, an international business course
in Spain, a humanities course in Vienna, a
course at Jerusalem University in Israel, a
photography course with Scott Huck in Vi
enna and an honors course in Strasbourg,
France.
Although studying in countries like Eng
land can be expensive, most programs (es
pecially summer courses) are comparable to
studying at CU.
Students interested in studying in anoth
er country do not necessarily need to know
that country’s language. Some semester
programs are language-focused, but most

summer courses usually have no language
requirement.
CU is also expanding the semester-long
programs. Most o f the current programs are
through a consortium o f other colleges. CU
desires to establish more of their own study
abroad centers and use their own faculty
members. One such program will be located
in Washington, D.C. and taught by political
science professor Dr. Mark Smith. Partici
pating students will also intern at the Heri
tage Foundation.
The most popular international program
is the semester in Seville, Spain, which at
tracts 20-30 CU students a year. The se

mester in Spain, along with the semester
programs in Oxford, England are the most
academically rigorous. Ferrara, Italy is be
coming a popular destination for art and art
history students, while Dublin, Ireland draws
business majors.
In the United States, students can focus
on journalism in Washington D.C. or con
temporary music on Martha’s Vineyard. In
ternational study locations include Egypt,
the Netherlands, Germany, Russia, South
Korea, Uganda and South Africa.
See ABRO AD Page 5
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Cedarville University Going Green
Kate Celia
-Staff WriterWhen Cedarville University students ar
rived back on campus this fall and made their
first trip of the semester to Chuck’s something
was different. For some students, a pivotal
part of their meal routine was missing — all
the cafeterias trays that used to be stacked high
next to every food bar were now stashed un
obtrusively on a single shelf by the entrance.
Cards on each table explained the dis
placement of the trays as an eco-conscious
effort to conserve water and energy.
CU is not the only college to begin dis
couraging tray usage in cafeterias; an article
on Lynchburg, Virginia’s local news website
calls going tray-less a “new college trend.”
Randolph College and Liberty University also
got rid of their dining hall trays to eliminate
wasting extra food and water by not needing
to wash so much extra plastic.
“Going green” is a recently popular top
ic in American culture. The movement has
gained momentum over the past two or three
years after A1 Gore predicted earth’s dooms

day to America in his alarmist global warm
ing documentary, but saving the environment
became an especially trendy idea after gas
prices hit $4 per gallon and the cost of living
skyrocketed.
Businesses and industries suddenly start
ed monitoring their energy consumption and
marketing their eco-friendly products. The
federal government began cracking down on
things like gas emissions and urging the de
velopment of alternative fuels. As presidential
candidates continue to highlight the issue and
promise to back energy-saving initiatives, a
nation of listeners quietly wonders whether
we are doing all we can to save energy and
whether it really will end up helping us in the
long run.
What about CU? What is our part in the
“going green” initiative? How much is cutting
out trays in Chuck’s going to help?
A review of CU’s recent measures will
indicate that discouraging trays in Chuck’s is
only one of many things contributing to CU’s
energy conservation.
Rodney Johnson, Associate Vice Presi
dent for Operations and director of CU’s utili

ties, enumerated some of the CU’s efforts to
increase energy efficiency.
For example, have you ever walked into
one of the restrooms in the SSC or the CBTS
thinking someone must have turned the lights
off, only to realize that they turn on after a
/

\

second? These buildings operate on energy
management systems, which can shut down
temporarily during periods of minimal usage
such as during chapel or at night so that en
ergy is not wasted.

Energy management systems are also de
signed to automatically turn off certain sourc
es of energy consumption when CU’s peak
energy usage increases.
Most of the buildings on campus have set
temperature ranges, automatic flush valves
and faucets and energy-saving showerheads.
Incandescent light bulbs are currently being
replaced by fluorescent ones, a measure that
the U.S. Department o f Energy also recom
mends for reducing energy consumption.
Reducing waste is another goal of CU’s
utility management. In addition to CU recy
cling programs, Johnson explained that utility
carts are now used in lieu of pickup trucks on
campus, which consume 80 percent less gaso
line. Custodial services no longer use aerosol
cans, and all of their products are made from
recycled paper.
So, CU has definitely made significant
strides in saving energy and reducing waste,
but what about students? Where do we go
from here? The next issue of Cedars will fol
low up on student involvement in the energy
saving initiative.
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continued from ABROAD page 4
Eventually, CU hopes to offer more pro
grams in Asia.
This summer saw the beginning of an In
dia program, which will be expanded into a
semester-long program. Bible professor Dr.
Don Grigorenko took a handful o f students
on a six-week trip to India for cross-cultural
studies and ministry.
Many May or summer term students enjoy their intematiohai experience enough to
return’for a semester or for graduate study,'
notes Dr. Andrew Wiseman, who directs
CU’s Office of International Programs.
Some even decide to live overseas permanently.
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Four letter states: Ohio, Iow a,_______
A stich in
saves nine
Engaged to Angela from “The Office”
(first and last)
Author of “The Heavenly Man”
Author of Paradise Lost (first and last
name)
Father o f Christian Existentialism
Author of “The Second Coming” (last
name)
M am a_________ ! Here we go again!
CU OT prof, cupcake topping (last
name)
A H ’ word for bland, boring, lackluster
Prof leading Irish folk band “The
Demerits” (last name)

The CU administration has put interna
tional experience at the top of their priority
list, observes Wiseman, who believes that
the changing world demographics make it
increasingly important for students to gain
exposure to other cultures.
Only 50 CU students participated in
semester-abroad programs during the 20072008 academic year, while 150 students
attended a summer study abroad program.
These figures, though small, represent neariy a 100% increase from the study abroad
statistics of the previous year.
For more information about study abroad
programs, contact the Office of International
Programs.
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continued from SCHOLARSHIP page 3
seed money to, ideally, cover all op
erating costs for their various projects so
that all other collected funds go directly
toward student scholarships.
While the most active members are
those who live locally — simply be
cause they can get involved more eas
ily — women across the nation, each
with some connection to CU, are joining
to show their solidarity with the local
members. “We are really making a con
nection with a wide base,” says Baker.
On Sept. 27, WFS held their first ma
jo r event: a luncheon involving a fash
ion show and silent auction/The event
sought to expose women to WFS, pro
vide an enjoyable opportunity for fel
lowship and raise money.
“The luncheon provided participants
with a great opportunity to .build rela
tionships and enjoy themselves,” says
Brittaney Randolph, a senior student
and a model in the fashion show. “Those
guests who had never been on campus
were very impressed.”
Various businesses and individuals
in the local community donated a wide
variety of items for the silent auction.

Lennon: all you need i s _________
________ : It’s a kick in a glass
CU’s chancellor (last name)
Patriotic alternative to ‘French Fries’
(two words)
CU prof running marathon (last name)
Sings “Waiting On an Angel” (first and
last name)
Obama’s campaign slogan (three words)
Cedarville’s Steve Carell (last name)
FOX’s misanthropic, pill-popping doc
tor (last name)

Over 70 items were available, including
Ohio State University football tickets, a
painting by Professor Charles Clevenger
and passes to Frank Lloyd Wright’s Westcott House.
The next major event for WFS will be
in the spring. The nature o f event has not
yet been determined, as it is still in the
planning stages. In the meantime, they
continue to sell cookbooks and aprons
with a distinctively CU flavor — the
cookbook incorporates favorite recipes,
pictures, and stories from alumni, faculty
and staff, while the aprons play off the ac
ronym CU.
As WFS is new and has only recently
begun to raise money, the executive com
mittee is still in the process o f determin
ing the eligibility requirements for schol
arship recipients. However, the idea is to
keep the criteria quite general. “The cri
teria for other scholarships is often quite
narrow,” says Brown. “Our thought is to
make ours quite broad. We want to fill the
gaps that other scholarships are not meet
ing.”
To find out more about WFS or to or
der an apron or cookbook, you can email
wfs@cedarville.edu or visit
cedarville.edu/wfs.
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT
THE $700 BILLION
BAILOUT?

it

know

VIEWPOINTS

THE “N O BANKER STOP W ORRYING A N D
LEFT B E H IN D ” ACT LOVE THE BAILOUT
K evin Cole
-Staff WriterIt is an odd historical coincidence that
President Bush’s first September in office
met with national disaster from external
forces while his last September met with
national disaster from internal forces. Some
critics have even made this parallel more ex
plicit by calling our mortgage and lending
crisis a “financial Sept. 11.”
This is a crisis that ought to be particu
larly disturbing to free market fundamental
ists in conservative and libertarian circles.
Perhaps w'hat w e’re witnessing is no less
than decades of laissez faire being refuted in
a few short weeks.
The deep divide among Republicans over
the Paulson bailout is worsened because they
are being forced into a Catch-22: If we let
our largest banks fail, it proves free markets
are simply unworkable; if we let our largest
banks survive via government intervention,
it also proves free markets are simply un
workable.
A bailout will probably bring us higher
inflation, further devaluation o f the dollar
and an enormous increase in our national
debt at the taxpayer’s expense. The bailout
will likely bring a crisis for economic con
servatives who have put their trust in the
failed ideology of free markets.
We have witnessed three enormous mar
ket bubbles in the last 20 years and the game
is always the same. Investors buy worthless
entities, inflate their value by selling them
back and forth to each other, and then feign
shock upon discovering that trash pooled to
gether does not equal gold.
In the late 1980s they did it with bonds, in
the late 1990s with technology and Internet
stocks, and from 2003-2006 with mortgag
es.- Unable to sell their $1.5 trillion in junk
mortgages on the private market, investors
are attempting to sell their loss to the nation
- and at a profit no less. There is a reason that
even the FBI is now investigating these fat
cat fraudsters.
Wall Street refuses to learn its lesson be
cause speculation is intensely profitable, es
pecially if government intervention will save
them in the end. Last year alone, the top Wall
Street "corporations rewarded themselves
with $33 billion in bonuses ($5.7 billion at
Lehman Brothers alone), all the while know
ing that their proverbial ship was sinking.
They joined forces to preempt state pow
ers from controlling predatory lending - even
going to court against a 50-state, bi-partisan
coalition that knew the housing bubble could
not last.
Without good regulations and oversight,
corporations will only heed the call of profit.

Years of consistent deregulation are coming
back to haunt us, as even the Securities and
Exchange Commission chairman has been
forced to admit. The bailout is simply an
easy route out of the mess the commission
has created for itself.
There is a simple term for what is go
ing on: cronyism. Secretary Paulson, the
ex-CEO of Goldman Sachs who cashed in
$500 million when he left, proposed a plan

that ought to satisfy neither liberals nor con
servatives. It violates a principle impressed
upon children since birth: actions have con
sequences.
The consequences of the greedy actions
of a few - Wall Street - should not be laid
at the feet o f the many - taxpayers at large.
Banking institutions got themselves into
this mess; let them get themselves out.
We are certainly in a bad way these
days - the International Monetary Fund is
even auditing the U.S. now. But economists
across the spectrum, from those leaning
towards libertarianism to those leaning to
wards socialism, have noted that we are not
at all on the verge o f the next Great Depres
sion. Letting the banks flail and fail is not
an optimal option, but it’s certainly better
than the probable long-term negative ef
fects of a bailout.

“The government w ould do almost all o f us ordinary people
a favor i f it merely refrained from what it’s been doing for
the past few w eeks, and sim ply let badly managed firms
go bankrupt. Capitalism is supposed to be a profit-and-loss
system. Too bad the so-called capitalists and their lackeys in
the government don’t believe in capitalism.”

A lex Durbin
-Staff Writer“No bailout for Wall Street!”
“Capitalism is dead!”
Have you heard these remarks lately?
Ignorance has reigned during the two
weeks since Secretary of the Treasury
Henry Paulson proposed a government
bailout of American financial institutions.

Many citizens are angry about the bailout.
Some opponents even claim that free mar
ket capitalism is no longer viable.
In answering the question whether the
bailout is good for America, it is wise to
ask how we got to this point. We could
listen to Speaker of the House Nancy
Pelosi’s knee-jerk response to the crisis
and lay the blame squarely on President
Bush’s shoulders.
Unfortunately for Pelosi’s argument,
this banking crisis can be traced back to
the late 1970s, when Congress passed the
Community Reinvestment Act. The pur
pose of the legislation was to “encourage”

banks to lend to low-income borrowers. En
couragement came in the form of heavy pen
alties levied on banks that were not lending
enough to low-income borrowers.
President Clinton increased the “encour
agement” for banks early in his first term,
accelerating the inevitable. These banks,
sensing the folly of loaning to unqualified
applicants, sold off their loans to Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac, who neatly packaged them
into bonds that everyone assumed were safe
investments. It turns out they were anything
but safe.
It’s clear that the mess we’re in is not
purely a result of an unbridled free market.
It is foolish to assert that a crisis that owes
its origins to excessively burdensome gov
ernment regulation signifies the utter failure
of free market economics. Many free mar
ket capitalists first sensed the danger in the
housing market and were the ones calling
for more cautious regulation on Fannie and
Freddie years ago.
The term “free market” does not imply
complete lack of government regulation.
Markets are free to varying degrees and are
also vulnerable to excess, o f which we are
well aware. We can find dozens o f market
bubbles and panics going back several hun
dred years. I would even say that bubbles
manifest themselves more often in free mar
ket economies than in other economic sys
tems.
But does that mean they are simply un
workable? No, it does not. Free markets, as
I see them, are the most efficient means of
moving money (capital) and creating wealth.
The radical transformation of the United
States from an agrarian economy in the late
1700s to an industrial superpower in the 20th
century is a result of free markets and the ef
ficient flow of capital.
It is amusing that those who rail against
free market capitalism can be found listen
ing to iPods, wearing Gap jeans and driving
their parents’ Nissans. If you take away free
market capitalism you would instead be lis
tening to the birds, wearing cotton britches
and riding horses.
In a free market system, financial institu
tions provide credit for you and me, for our
parents, for small businesses and for large
corporations.

See B A IL O U T page 8

“I think a speedy response is absolutely
essential because w e ’re dealing with the trust in the
financial system. Trust is something that can be lost
quickly, and can have a big
impact in a short amount o f time.”
Robert S. Rycroft, economics professor at the University o f Mary Washington

Robert Higgs, American economist, Political Economy for The Independent Insti

tute
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NO GREAT DEBATES
Rebekah Crabtree
-Staff WriterNaivete and callousness toward the poor
were the biggest faults being paraded at the
presidential debate as Sen. Barak Obama and
Sen. John McCain ignored poverty to instead
address foreign policy and national security.
McCain threatened not to attend because
of the gravity of the economic crisis, but he
eventually decided to attend the debate on
Sept. 26.
The discussion regarding the economic
crisis showed the distinction between the
candidates. Obama argued that while Wall
Street is suffering right now, the people on
Main Street have been suffering for some
time.
The whole theory o f helping the rich get
richer and hoping the wealth will trickle down
to the poor has clearly not worked. Obama
plans on providing tax cuts to 95 percent of
Americans whereas McCain only plans on
reducing taxes for CEOs.
McCain focused on punishing those re
sponsible for the crisis and demanding more
accountability from Wall Street. He is deter
mined to cut government spending and has
attacked Obama’s reported requests for large
amounts of money from the Senate, which he
only cancelled when he began his campaign
for president.
Obama, askance, refuted McCain saying
that he, too, was concerned about govern
ment spending and committed to diminishing
the deficit. Obama did point out that McCa
in’s plan to tax businesses’ heath benefits will
cause millions of workers to be dropped from
their healthcare programs, which only makes
McCain’s shoddy healthcare plan worse.
When the moderator asked both candi
dates which plans they were going to have
to cut because of the economic crisis, both

evaded the question. This does not instill
confidence in the voter that either candi
date will actually reduce spending.
McCain was in his element discussing
relations with Russia and the situations in
Europe. He often referred to situations
that were “before Obama’s time,” and he
called Obama’s willingness to meet with
world leaders without preconditions as
“Not only naive, but dangerous.”
Obama countered by saying that
thinking we are going to punish people
by just refusing to talk to them is simply
ridiculous.
The vice presidential debate, two
weeks later, between Gov. Sarah Palin and
Sen. Joe Biden focused on taxes, energy
policy and the Iraq War. Palin pointed out
Biden and Obama’s tendency to dwell on
the shortcomings of the current president,
while Biden attacked McCain’s “maver
ick” image.
Biden argued that while he did not al
ways vote along party lines, his deviant
votes were never on critical issues.
Biden promised the American people
that Obama’s tax plan would help them
in the future, but Palin cast doubt over
the authenticity o f that plan. Biden also
pointed out that McCain’s strong stance
on deregulating the market partially
caused the economic crisis.
The polls following the vice presi
dential debate demonstrated approval of
Biden’s debating skills and knowledge,
but skepticism of Palin’s folksy humor
and lack of experience.
But as for the presidential contenders,
they will debate each other again before
the November election. With tensions
running high, the debates, though sub
jective and filled with accusations, may
prove a critical factor for voters.

We welcome letters to the editor. Please Until your letters to
200 words or less and sign your letters with your full name and
relationship to C'edarvillc University. All letters are subject to
editing. Send letters to eedars(«.,eedarvitle.edu

THE “WORD” ON
THE STREET

Joe B iden : th e M an , the
M yth, the R ein forcem en t
Jason Erdmann
-Staff Writer“It’s like trying to sell a pie when the
crust is the only part made with quality in
gredients.” — Republican adviser Giles
Allen on the situation of the Democratic
ticket for 2008.
The candidates, like pies, have many in
gredients. Not always are all the ingredients
(i.e. issues) ideal.

This year’s presidential race is
unique. Arguments regarding experience,
age and religion show that there is no lack
of variety in the Democratic and Republi
can options.
The presidential nominees have chosen
their vice presidential running mates strate
gically, matching themselves with individu
als who counterbalance their weaknesses.
McCain has chosen someone who can
reach out to young middle-class citizens
while still agreeing with his fundamental
views. The Obama campaign has bypassed
many clearly qualified individuals but has
finally come to a conclusion: Sen. Joe
Biden.
Biden currently represents Delaware in
the U.S. Senate and has been serving there
for nearly three decades. Although he is

against federal funding of abortion, Biden
primarily agrees with the Democratic Party
and their views in foreign affairs, federal
spending and immigration.
Biden considers the Violence Against
Women Act to be his most significant piece
o f legislation during his Senate tenure. He
says domestic violence has dropped by al
most 50 percent since his bill was passed
in 1994.
As vice president, Biden’s greatest re
sponsibility would be standing as Presi
dent o f the Senate. The President of the
Senate oversees the Senate meetings and
casts the deciding vote on a deadlocked
bill.
In 2005, Vice President Dick Cheney
broke a 50-50 tie on a bill that cut fed
eral spending by $40 billion. When this
responsibility is considered, it brings
new light to the power the vice president
could wield.
It is not much o f a stretch when the
media call Biden the Democratic Party’s
“reinforcement.” Biden has been called
in to mute the shouts o f critics who
have repeatedly pointed out Sen. Barack
Obama’s inexperience.
However, although the vice president
has several important roles, in compari
son to the president’s influential respon
sibilities, they require less leadership
abilities. Whether Biden has 30 years of
Senate experience or 100 years is irrelevant.
It is the president who will be making the
influential decisions and requires consider
able field experience.
It is not uncommon for presidential
candidates to try to compensate for their
shortcomings. But when it comes to expe
rience, it is difficult to counteract the lack
thereof with a vice presidential candidate.
Biden would surely use his long history in
the Senate to aid Obama in his decision
making process, but it is in the best interest
o f voters to consider the primary leader’s
true abilities.
Maybe the crust is the only good part of
this year’s electoral pie. Though a pie made
completely of good ingredients would be
ideal, voters must choose the pastry with
the best selection o f ingredients.

M ichelle Mostaed
-Staff WriterMy Bible sits on the comer of my desk,
under my Literature Analysis book and my
study guide for this week’s test.
To be honest, it hasn’t moved from that
spot all week. Sometimes I have busy weeks
where my time alone with God keeps getting
postponed. Attending a Christian university where I live, eat and breathe the Bible
via classes and chapel makes it easy to feel
like I’ve already had my quiet time that day.
However, our Bible classes are obviously no
substitute for our personal time with God.
Today, Cedarville’s Bible professors endeavor to provide students with quality tools
for the future. But is the minor really accomplishing this purpose?
Former student Alyssa Weaver admits
that some of her Bible classes just didn’t
seem to be worth the cost. “Since I pay for
the majority of my tuition, a basic class like
CLT was almost painful to take,” says Weaver. “I enjoyed Spiritual Formation taught by
Tim Gombis, because the conversational at-

mosphere gave me the opportunity to discuss
doubts, ideals and opinions on a variety of
topics.”
According to Dr. Daniel Estes, distinguished professor o f Bible, “The goal of
the minor is to help students develop a solid
walk, serve effectively, and stand decisively
and persuasively on issues.”
Estes says that his desire is for Psalm
127:5 to be lived out among students in
which “a man has so prepared his children
that they are able to dispute with enemies at
the gate.” Today, the “gate” would be any
place in which our worldviews are tested or
attacked,
Students appear to be having disagreeing
with the effectiveness of the minor. Student
Joey Turner says he’s mostly satisfied with
what he’s getting, but he wouldn’t mind if
Christian Life and Thought were entirely
discarded.
Benjamin Zemmer, a 2006 graduate, is
pleased with the current minor. However, he
admits the lack of hermeneutical training,
particularly in Spiritual Formation. “They

assume in later classes that you know how
to interpret the Scriptures,” he says, “But
there hasn’t been enough practice interpret
ing Scripture.”
Brittney Musselman quips that she ap
preciates the GPA boost, but wonders if the
classes are effectively preparing her for out
reach. Some students have suggested mak
ing the class Introduction to Urban Ministry
with Dr. Jeffrey Cook a part o f the minor.
Despite rumors that the Bible minor is be
ing “revamped;” only slight adjustments will
be made in the future. But the Bible minor
has undergone several reconfigurations since
its first creation. The most recent overhaul
was in 2002 when the university switched
from quarters to semesters.
During the 1980s, the minor consisted o f
four classes and two electives. This gave stu
dents the opportunity to choose classes that
were relevant for them. Many students sug
gest returning to this layout.
The previous layout was changed to keep
freshmen from taking senior-level Bible
classes for which they were unqualified. This

change prevents senior Bible majors from
ending up in classes with incoming freshmen
who have very little background in Bible. Ju
nior Chase Socha says he is glad to be ma
joring in Bible because he feels like some of
the classes in the minor haven’t gone deep
enough for him.
But is the Bible minor enough? Alyssa
Weaver suggests the introduction o f more
open-ended classes that discuss issues such
as homosexuality and the emergent church
in a scholastic atmosphere. “Not in a scram
bling defensive manner, but in an academic
setting that provides a variety o f viewpoints
for students to contemplate,” she says. “I
would take that class in a heartbeat.”
Or is the minor too much and stifling our
desire for individual growth? Despite differ
ing opinions, it seems the student consensus
is that the Bible minor, although a valuable
asset, could undergo some improvements.
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INTELLIGENT DESIGN:
ARE WE CONFUSED?
Christen Price
-Staff Writer-

Earlier this year, the documentary “Ex
pelled” garnered mixed responses as it pub
licized the intelligent design movement and
its epicenter, the Discovery Institute. Critics
of the film and intelligent design propagated
a misconception that is shared by many fans:
intelligent design and creationist science are
virtually the same thing.
But this new theory in the scientific es
tablishment is not a sly form o f creationism.
Creationism assumes the truth of Scripture
and explicitly attempts to defend scientific
ideas that affirm that truth. ID (Intelligent
Design) is neither explicitly nor implicitly a
theological enterprise, although it certainly
has theological implications. In other words,
while ID theorists argue for the presence of
design, they do not attempt to pinpoint who
the designer is.
This is not to deny or criticize creation
ism; it simply means that the two theories
are committed to fundamentally different
agendas. ID does not believe in God per se,
but in some ultimate designer. For example,
Discovery Institute fellow David Berlinski,
as an agnostic Jew, is hardly committed to
the proposition that the world unfolded pre
cisely as Genesis says it did. The Discovery
Institute is a public policy think tank, not a
ministry or religious organization.
One of the main smear tactics that Dar

winists use is labeling proponents of intel
ligent design as creationists. The scientific
climate is extremely hostile toward any chal
lenge against Darwinism. Any idea potential
ly linked to creationism, whether legitimately
or illegitimately, is completely without cred
ibility in the scientific establishment.
Unfortunately, many creationist ID sym
pathizers have compounded the problem
with their good-willed attempts to defend
intelligent design as a scientific theory that
supports their faith.

However, intelligent design uses a prin
ciple that mathematician and ID theorist
William Dembski terms “inference to the
best explanation” in his book, “The Design
Revolution.”
Philosopher of physics Bruce Gordon
argues that currently, intelligence is the only
known explanation for certain kinds of infor
mation. In other words, given the evidence
we have now, design is the best explanation
for what Dembski terms “specified complex
ity.”
Dembski argues that many sciences, such

as cryptography and forensic science make
inferences that presuppose the ability to
distinguish between apparent design and
design produced by intelligence.
Dembski has developed a method for
detecting actual design that is based upon
the idea of “specified complexity.” The ID
theory is distinct from the “design argu
ment,” notes Dembski.
The design argument tries to demon
strate the existence of God from apparent
design in nature. The design theory seeks
to distinguish apparent design from actual
design through a rigorous method, which
categorizes as the product of design some
thing that is contingent, complex and speci
fied.
The fine-tuning of the universe or the
presence of extremely unlikely conditions
that make the universe suitable for life is
one example o f specified complexity. The
ID theorist may infer design as the best ex
planation for it, but her conclusion is a sci
entific hypothesis, not an acknowledgment
of God’s presence in physics.
The creationist concept of design is em
bodied in Gerard Manley Hopkins’ phrase:
“The world is charged with the grandeur of
God.”
G. K. Chesterton, a man who preceded
the movement, articulated the underlying
principle of ID when he said, “A stick might
fit into a stone or a hollow by accident. But
a key and a lock are both complex. And if
a key fits in a lock, you know that it is the
right key.”
Intelligent design theorists do not nec
essarily see God’s majesty in the complex
ity o f the universe, but they are looking for
a key.

At Regent University, Preview Weekends are legendary. That’s because those
whdweccmsideringa master’s or doctoral degee are abie to spend one-onone time with ourfaculty, chat with alumni and visit our beautiful campus in
Virginia Beach, Va. But they also discover something else; a cdpectton to
others who share their calling to make life count, spiritually and professionally.
What really sets Regent apart is our mission to prepare capable men and
wptrien to excel both In mind and spirfe Our students share a calling to make a
signifitferrt difference in our communities, our Cities, pur nation and ourworid.
Come begin your life-changing journey at Preview Weekend.
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continued from BAILOUT page 6
What we’re seeing now is banks strug
gling to keep their financial heads above
water. As a result, the cost of borrowing has
skyrocketed.
Lending standards and interest rates have
gone up on car loans, student loans and home
mortgages. Some banks have simply ceased
lending. This is even affecting people that do
not need new loans.
Some of you might work for a company
that relies on short-term borrowing to make
payroll. If your employer can’t get the short
term loan they need, you’re out a paycheck.
The purpose of the bailout is to get credit
flowing again. Without credit, the proverbial
lifeblood of the global economy, we all suf
fer.
When we look at the bailout, we need to
understand that the Treasury Department is
not proposing to throw away 700 billion dol
lars. They are buying these mortgage-backed
securities that will one day be worth a whole
lot more than they are now.
Andy Kessler, author and former hedge
fund manager, predicted in the Wall Street
Journal that the government could clear a
trillion dollars in profit once the crisis has
abated and these securities can be sold back
to the public.
Americans need to understand that they
will benefit more under the bailout plan than
they would if the government were to refuse
to act. We must recognize that the bailout is
essential in preserving our market systems
and ultimately our quality of life.
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'A N D CO UNTING : THE NUM BER OF STUDENTS
W H O HAVE CURRENTLY SIGNED A PETITION TO GIVE
BACK THE FLAG TO CHRIS CLEVELAND.

Li n e u P
KEVIN BENDER- The sophomore
goalkeeper for men’s soccer has been in
net for all five of the team’s victories this
year, credited with six saves and only al
lowing one goal during those games. A
key part of the team’s recent four-game
winning streak, Bender will be tested as
the Jackets continue their in-conference
schedule, looking to qualify for NCCAA
Nationals.
LIBBY AKER- The senior volleyball
captain leads the team in digs, averaging
nearly five per match. As the team looks
to continue dominating the AMC, expect
Aker and other key role players to lead the
way.
EVAN THAYER- The freshman cross
country runner has been a key part of the
team’s strong start, earning the NAIANo.
12 Yellow Jackets two first place finishes
in three meets. Thayer finished sixth over
all to open the season at the Wittenberg
Invitational on Sept. 6. He followed that
up with an eleventh place finish at the Ce
darville Open on Sept. 27.
JO H N MCGILLIVRAY- The long
time women’s soccer coach earned his
300th win on Sept. 2. After 24 years coach
ing men’s soccer and winning 215 games,
McGillivray took the helm of women’s
soccer in 1998. The strong showing this
year by his team brings his current wins
total to 305, and he will add to that as the
Lady Jackets look ahead to qualifying for
Nationals.
TREVOR BOWMAN- The senior
All-American golfer has helped lead the
team to a strong showing to start the year.
JONATHON MOULTROUP
Finishing first overall at the Lindenwood
Invitational, Bowman has guided a young team to a strong start. With top 15 finishes
in all matches this year, expect Bowman to repeat his performance that earned him the
school’s first ever All-American ranking in golf.
LYDIA WONG- The junior cross country runner finished first at the Cedarville
Open on Sept. 27, leading a team that swept their way to a meet victory, placing the top
five runners. Wong finished eighth and third in the two other meets this season. Expect
the same as the year goes on from the NAIANo. 1 Lady Jackets, who have dominated
each meet this year.

1

SPORTS
Possible Division Change
Could Shake Up Athletics
Rumors have been circulating. The word
around campus has been that Cedarville ath
letics are looking to jump from the NAIA
(National Association of Intercollegiate Ath
letics) to NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic
Association) Division II.
You’ve heard the whispers: “The NAIA
is going to fold soon.” “Cedarville is prepar
ing for the jump. It only makes sense, right?”
Wrong.
Athletic director Dr. Alan Geist addressed
the murmurs around campus: “I’m asked
about [a move to the NCAA] every day by
someone. It would be interesting to actually
do some research into how many institutions
have left the NAIA in the last five years.”
“I hear many rumors. At this point, it is
very simple. Our present allegiance is to the
NAIA. Any possible change to this would be
made by Dr. Brown and the trustees of Cedar
ville University,” Geist said.
Currently, Cedarville is one of 284 mem
bers of the NAIA. Unlike the NCAA, the
NAIA has only one division in all sports,
except basketball. Cedarville basketball is
NAIA Division It. Some believe the NAIA
decreases in size every year, and one day may
even fold.
Geist is not concerned. “I have heard
these questions for the last 16 years— since
I started working in athletic administration
at the NAIA level. It is a concern that some
schools are coming and going, but as I have
mentioned, I have not looked at the actual
numbers,” he said.
Geist continued, “Though it is not what
it once was, the NAIA is moving ahead, and
I do not believe that it is in any immediate
danger.”
Our athletic department also has member
ship in the NCCAA (National Christian Col

lege Athletic Association) Division I. There
are 47 institutions in Division I; 50 schools
are Division II. If Cedarville were ever to
move from the NAIA to NCAA Division II
or III, we could still be a member of the NC
CAA.
The common perception is that the NCAA
is far superior to the NAIA in the quality of
the athletic teams participating. Most would
call all NCAA divisions more competitive
than the NAIA.
Dr. Geist cautions against this common
ly held notion. “We compete regularly with
NCAA Division II and Division HI schools.
Some of our teams, such as track and field,
even compete against some NCAA Division
I opponents,” he said. “The NAIA is compa
rable to NCAA D-H and D-in on a competi
tive level.”
Specifically addressing a move to NCAA
D-II, Geist stated, “I am sure at some point
that we will discuss a plan for our future and
consider all the options. It may be one of our
options.”
So what are “all the options”? There are
four options, only three of them being realis
tic. The options are NCAA Division I, Divi
sion II, Division III, or stay where we are in
the NAIA. A move to NCAA D-I is unlikely.
To further complicate matters, any move
from the NAIA to the NCAA would affect the
whole campus, not just the athletic depart
ment and teams. Compared to the NCAA,
the NAIA has considerably fewer rules and
regulations that must be met. A move to the
NCAA would greatly affect admissions, the
registrar’s office, and many other aspects of
Cedarville University.
Dr. Geist reiterated the fact that a move
from the NAIA is not imminent. “We are only
at the tip of the iceberg of asking questions
right now,” he said. “We want to do what’s
best for Cedarville University and its mis
sion.”

any injuries wrapped or ice your overused
joints.
7:15 p.m. - Head back to your room for a
shower and homework. If you got lucky and
don’t have any homework tonight, use your
free time to relax. Meet up with friends and
waste a little time.
11 p.m. - Finish up homework, say good
night to your girlfriend, cram for the next
day’s exam, or stay up late watching SportsCenter highlights. Any way you do it, it’s
time to get some sleep before you wake up
the next day and start over.
Considering that many o f the players carry

time-consuming majors and need to work to
pay their way through Cedarville, don’t as
sume this schedule is as hard as it gets. Add
in games and weekends for travel during the
actual season, and the schedule only gets
more complicated.
When you see the crowd of play
ers filing into Chuck’s, wrapped in ice, don’t
forget where they’ve been and what they’ve
been doing. It takes hard work to produce
a winning season and with the first game
still months away, the intention is clear: this
team wants to win —one hard day’s work at
a time.

Ross Garrett
- Staff Writer-

Day in the Life of:
Cedarville Baseball
by 6:30 a.m.

Devin Babcock

7:30 a.m. - Hop in the shower before class

- Sports Editor-

or breakfast. If you’re a pitcher, it’s time to
wake up; you get out o f lifting in the morn
ings.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. - Maintain a normal class
schedule. Have lunch, go to chapel and get
some homework done if you can.
3 p.m. - Head out to the field for practice.
Get ready to run, stretch and throw. After
that workout, practice begins.
Pitchers, get ready to practice fielding, throw
ing a weighted ball for arm care, pitching a
full bullpen workout, and doing abdominal
workouts.
Position players, prepare for defensive drills,
batting practice, game situations, base run
ning practice and conditioning.
6:30 p.m. - Get done with practice and head
to Chuck’s for dinner with the team. Don’t
forget to stop by the training room to get

Although the first official game on
the schedule doesn’t appear until Feb. 20,
Cedarville’s baseball team has been hard at
work preparing for the distant season. A col
lection o f incoming freshmen, recruits and
walk-ons, returning starters and maturing
veterans take the field for Head Coach Mike
Manes at least five days a week.
When they’re not on the field prac
ticing, they lift weights, have jobs and go to
class. To get a better idea of what it looks
like to represent Cedarville on the baseball
field, I contacted players and put together a
typical schedule.
6 a.m. - Alarm goes off. Time for posi
tion players to wake up and get ready to lift
weights. Be in the weight room ready to go
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TRA PRINTS

Cleveland’s Corner
Chris “Cleveland” Harmon
- Staff Writer-

Grant Goodman
-StaffWriterCRUSHED- Jim Thome’s home run in the one game playoff between the Chi
cago White Sox and the Minnesota Twins. Travelling 461 feet, the shot proved
to be the difference with the White Sox winning 1-0.
ARRESTED- Running back Travis Henry, for his alleged involvement in a
cocaine deal. Henry had already been suspended for the season for violating the
NFL’s drug policy.
FIRED- Raiders Head Coach Lane Kiffin, without pay. Team owner A1 Davis,
in a bizarre news conference, called Kiffin a “fiat out liar.” Davis plans on with
holding Kiffin’s remaining pay.
LOST- Serena Williams’s number one tennis ranking, following a loss to 30th
ranked Li Na, 0-6, 6-1, 6-4.
UPSET- College football’s first, third, fourth and ninth ranked teams, in the
span o f three days. USC, Georgia, Florida and Wisconsin all fell during the
tumultuous final weekend in September.
CLEARED- All members o f the gold-medal winning Chinese gymnastics
team, as determined by the International Gymnastics Federation. Allegations of
underage athletes plagued the host country throughout the competition.
SWEPT- The San Antonio Silver Stars, by the Detroit Shock in the WNBA
Finals. The Shock won their third championship in five years.
LEADING- The Sprint Cup Points Chase, by 72 points with six races left,
Jimmy Johnson. Johnson looks to repeat his victory in last year’s Points Chase.
SET- Matchups for the second round o f Major League Baseball playoffs. The
Tampa Bay Rays will face the Boston Red Sox in the American League, while
the L.A. Dodgers will take on the Philadelphia Phillies. The two teams with the
most wins, the Cubs and Angels, were eliminated in the opening round.
EARNED- 10 million dollars, Vijay Singh. Singh won the PGA Tour’s points
race and the Fed Ex cup.
PLED- Not guilty, IndyCar driver Helio Castroneves, to accusations o f tax eva
sion. The two-time Indianapolis 500 winner is facing a maximum of 10 years in
prison, and was released on 10 million dollars bail.
ACTED- Alone, NBA referee Tim Donaghy, according to Lawrence Pedowitz’s report. Donaghy is currently serving a 15-month term for placing illegal
bets on basketball games.

As we approach
the halfway mark
in the college foot
ball world, I think
the time has come
for evaluation and
reflection.
In
a
sport where upsets
run rampant, who are the best teams in the
NCAA?
Though making this decision is a dif
ficult task, and though many are worthy, here
are my top five teams in no specific order:
1) Oklahoma
This is a team with very few visible
flaws at this point in the season. They have
handled every team they have played deci
sively, including No. 23 TCU who was ex
pected to put up a fight, but was shut out.
Sam Bradford, OU’s quarterback, is torching
defenses with a 72 percent completion rate,
throwing for 18 touchdowns and only three
interceptions during five games, as he has de
veloped into a Heisman candidate.
Add to that a defense that only gives up 13
points per game and has four takeaways in
five games and you have the formula for a
championship-caliber team.
2) LSU
Looking at this team, it’s hard to
point to any specific reason as to why LSU
is a top five team. The stats aren’t pretty and
there isn’t any one standout player on their
team, but they are finding ways to win every
week.
They hold a win over No. 10 Auburn,
but have had some struggles with teams they
should be crushing. Nonetheless, they con
tinue to win, and until someone beats them, I
have to keep them in my top five.
3) Texas

Yes, this is my second Big 12 team,
but they have earned their spot. Quarterback
Colt McCoy boasts an 80 percent completion
rate with 16 touchdowns and only three inter
ceptions. For those that are looking back, let
me save you the trouble: His numbers are bet
ter than Sam Bradford’s.
Backing him up is a defense that is giving up a
measly 11.4 points a game, best in the Big 12,
forcing seven turnovers during five games.
Think the Big 12 is convinced about the men
in burnt orange yet?
4) Penn State
It was tough for me to recognize a
Big 10 team as one of the best in the nation,
but the numbers speak for themselves. They
are averaging 44.8 points a game through six
games.
Their quarterback, Daryll Clark, has
a 114.2 quarterback rating through six games
with nine touchdowns and only one intercep
tion.
He also has Evan Royster, who, apart from
Javon Ringer out of MSU, is one of the best
running backs in the Big 10, running for eight
touchdowns and averaging 7.8 yards per car
ryPSU also brings the same brick-wall
defense they’ve prided themselves on in the
past, limiting teams to 11.7 points per game
with nine interceptions on the season.
5) Alabama
There really isn’t anybody that can
argue against Alabama being in the top five
at this point in the season. They beat No. 9
Clemson, an overrated team, and did it at a
neutral site in Georgia.
Then they went on to charge right
into the heart of Georgia and walk out of Au
gusta with a win over the No. 3 Bulldogs. The
combination of John Parker Wilson at quarter
back, an impressive running back duo of Roy
Upchurch and Glen Coffee, and Nick Saban
guiding the ship means Alabama is a team that
could spell big trouble for SEC opponents.

MEN’S SOCCER
BOUNCES BACK
Sarah Hoffman
-Staff WriterHow much difference can a week
really make? Well, ask the men’s soccer team
and they will have quite a convincing argu
ment for you.
Within the past week, the Jackets have played
four games, resulting in four wins, while to
taling an astounding 17 goals.
Compare last week to the first four
weeks o f the season: one win with a meager
five goals.
It seems that the soccer team has finally
pushed through its offensive drought, or as
junior Zach Hill explains, “We’ve finally
figured out our offense and it’s connecting
now.”
Coach Ben Belleman echoes that sentiment
by crediting the recent offensive surge to
playing weaker teams and making minor
changes to the lineup.
While the last four games were
against somewhat weaker teams, Coach
Belleman remains enthused. These past few
games have “created a lot o f confidence
which should help us in some tougher games

coming up”.
He explains that in order to keep the team’s
playoff hopes alive, the Jackets must win
the two easier conference games that remain
while also winning two o f the four tougher
games left on the schedule against Walsh,
Notre Dame, Rio Grande and Ohio Domini
can. Doing so and ending the season with sev
en or eight wins will help the team’s chances
of entering the NCCAA tournament.
Meanwhile the women’s team re
mains consistent, despite a disappointing
conference loss to Walsh a week ago. The
team’s current 8-3 record and 5-2 mark in
conference is markedly better than their re
cord a year ago.
Assistant coach Julie Stauffer attributes this
year’s success to health and depth. Last year,
the team was plagued with injuries, includ
ing three ACL tears, some tom quads and six
concussions, while this year’s team has kept
injuries to a minimum.
Additionally, this year’s team has nine, solid,
new players, adding significant depth. Be
hind leading scorer Kelly Wise, the next four
leading scorers are freshmen. The deep bench

JONATHON MOULTROUP

Jr. forw ard M att VandeKopple drives during the team ’s recent w inning streak.
this year has allowed the coaching staff “to
keep fresh legs on the field,” enabling the
Lady Jackets to exhaust other teams.
Since the team is on pace to post
one of the best seasons in school history, the
Lady Jackets have set the bar high for their
post season. Junior Lacie Condon, along with
the rest o f the team, is hoping to make NC

CAA nationals, realizing that “it would be a
great turnaround from last year and I think
we could do well there.”
Stauffer also has her eyes set on Nationals,
as well as winning the conference. If the
Lady Jackets continue playing their quality,
fast-paced game, it certainly seems like those
goals may become a reality.
?
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In the Swing o f Things
Katie Laustsen

After a strong fall season, the men’s
golf team looks to finish on a high note
at the NCCAA National Championships.
This tournament serves as a precursor to
the NAIA National Championships in the
spring.
The five tournaments during the fall
season decide who receives a bid to NAIA
Nationals and also determine the team rat
ings published at the beginning of Decem
ber.
“We’ve given ourselves a good chance
to get a good rating,” said senior NAIA
All-American Trevor Bowman.
Head coach Ryan Bowen thinks the
team has a strong chance of receiving a
bid to NAIA Nationals. “We’re considered
one of the best teams in the conference.”
Because there were no seniors on last
year’s roster, the team’s top players return
for this season while two freshmen join
the team.
, “We’re not a young team anymore,”
Bowen explained. “It’s amazing what
a difference a year makes. Last year we
were young and inexperienced. This year,
we are experienced and have more leader
ship.”
The experience showed when the
team tied for second place in their first

match. They followed up by placing sixth
in the Lindenwood Invitational. Though the
team placed sixth, only one stroke separated
the Yellow Jackets from a four-way tie for
third place. O f the 23 teams in the tourna
ment, 21 of them were in the NAIA, and the
Yellow Jackets beat three o f the six teams
present who played at NAIA Nationals last
year. Trevor Bowman took first place out of
115 competitors while smashing the school
54-hole record by seven strokes.
The season thus far can be described as a
season o f improvement.
“We started off at Ohio Dominican. We
did OK. We did better at Lindenwood, and at
Bethel we started off well and finished with
a win,” Bowen recounted. The team hopes to
continue to improve and win NCCAA Na
tionals on Oct. 13-14.
Coach Bowen described the team’s goals
as two-fold. The team vies for first place at
NCCAA Nationals after placing fifth last
year and third the year before. Bowen also
feels the team possesses the capability to win
the conference in the spring.
This initial success leaves the Yellow
Jackets optimistic about the remainder of the
fall season and the upcoming spring.
“I think we’ve gotten off to a pretty good
start,” Bowman commented. With positive
team leadership and experienced playeis,
this strong beginning should develop intc a
successful season.

Matt Forte, Selvin Young, Ahmad Brad
shaw, Chris Brown (not the rapper) and,
my personal favorite, Ricky Williams.
Meanwhile, my draft went off
without a hitch. I am literally squealing
with joy as Tom Brady falls to me with the
8th pick of the draft. I load up on as many
good running backs I can get my hands on,
and Yahoo is forecast
ing that I have one of
the better teams in my
league (and that Nick
has the worst).
To top it all off,
I get to play Nick in
week one. This is like
taking candy from a
baby.
I am settling
down to enjoy week
one o f the NFL sea
son. Nick’s starting
roster is a laughing
stock. He starts the in
jured Javon Walker, three guys not even on
an NFL roster, and he has one spot that he
did not even fill. I am feeling pretty lousy
at this point. “Poor guy doesn’t have a
chance...”
Then, before you can say “Giselle

Bundchen,” my season is going down in
flames. Tom Brady is carried off the field
in the first quarter o f the first game o f the
season. Not to mention, I have a mentally
unstable starter at wide receiver who le
gally changed his name to “Ocho Cinco,”
and honestly believes he could beat Michael
Phelps at swimming (watch the YouTube
clip).
My other starting wide receiver,
Brandon Marshall, is suspended for domes
tic violence and a D.U.I. Plus, he put his
arm through a TV last March. I sure know
how to pick them.
Nick defeats me 97-88. Almost
poetic, isn’t it? This game is called fantasy
football. This is no fantasy; this is a full
blown nightmare.
Why did I allow them to convince
me to play this year? I am vowing to be
“one-and-done.” I am officially retiring af
ter this season. I am not even going to try the
rest o f this season.
During week two, I browsed the
scores and stats. “Wow! Jay Cutler threw
for 350 yards and four touchdowns,” I men
tion to my roommate. Wait a second! Jay
Cutler was that other quarterback I drafted.
Hope is restored! I am back from retirement
faster than Favre.

-Staff Writer-

JONATHON MOULTROUP

Jr. Justine C hristiaanse (21) and So. Sarah H artm an (5) go for the block

STARTING
STRONG
Elisabeth Feucht
-Staff WriterThe women’s volleyball team has
reached the halfway mark of their season
and has posted an 11-7 overall record, with a
conference record of 2-1. With big wins over
Indiana Southeast, Spring Arbor, Davenport
and Urbana in the first half of the season, the
Lady Jackets were ready to begin the second
half of their season with conference rivals
Shawnee State and Walsh during homecom
ing weekend.
The Jackets are under new leadership this
year with interim head coach Doug Walters
taking over for Melissa Hartman, who led
the Lady Jackets for two seasons.
Walters comes to Cedarville after a suc
cessful nine-year run as a high school coach
in southern Ohio. Walters is also the founder
..and director o f the Greater Miami Volleyball
Club, a junior Olympic organization that has
quickly become one of the top regional clubs
in Cincinnati. While serving as the women’s
interim head coach, Walters will continue to
teach science at Milford High School near
Cincinnati.
The most recent victory for Cedarville
came last Thursday against Urbana Uni
versity. The Lady Jackets defeated the Blue
Knights 25-18, 25-19, 25-15. Junior Emily
Berger and senior Maija Hampton led the
team in kills, totaling 12 and 11, respec

STILL
DREAMING
Ross Garret
-Staff Writer-

Fanfra’sy (fan’tDse) also phan-ta-sy n. 1:
IMAGINATION, FANCY 2: a product of
the imagination: ILLUSION 3: FANTASIA
- fantasy vb
My friends finally convinced me to
play fantasy football with them this year. I
had successfully dodged their efforts in pre
vious years, but they wore me thin.
After listening to them rant, they
have this fantasy football thing built up to
epic proportions in my head. “It makes
watching football so much more fun!” “It is
really easy to play, anyone can do it.”
“You get bragging rights for an entire year
when you beat your friends.”
“It’s like being the head coach and
general manager o f your favorite NFL team,
but you actually have good players on your
roster!”
“The winner o f the league gets to
go on a date with Jessica Biel!” (OK, so

tively. Senior Sarah Sheers racked up 31
assists and 13 digs, while fellow senior
Libby Aker knocked in 12 digs.
The previous weekend, Sept. 26 and
27, the women traveled to Fort Wayne,
Ind., to compete in the Saint Francis Chal
lenge. The Jackets squared off with St.
Francis, Taylor, Lindenwood and Corner
stone.
Although their only victory was against
Cornerstone, the Lady Jackets proved to
be tough competitors and posted impres
sive stats. In their first match against St.
Francis College, sophomore Kylee Husak posted 14 kills and six blocks, while
Hampton backed her up, posting 13 kills
and 19 digs. Sheers passed out 42 assists
for the Lady Jackets.
In the rest of their matches at the Saint*
Francis Challenge, Cedarville again came
together to put up stats such as Husak’s
16 kills and eight blocks against Taylor;
Berger’s 16 kills against Lindenwood;
and Hampton’s 10 kills, 20 digs and three
blocks, also against Lindenwood, helping
her earn her way to all-tournament team
honors. Against Cornerstone, Sheers had
30 assists and Aker produced 18 digs for
the Lady Jackets.
Under new leadership this year and led
by three seniors, this young team looks
to become a legitimate competitor for
the AMC conference crown. As the Lady
Jackets begin the second half of their sea
son, come out and show your support as
there are only a few home matches left on
their schedule.

none o f them actually said that last one,
but that is how much larger-than-life fan
tasy football became to me.)
So I am taking this seriously now.
I am out to win at any cost. My friend Nick
asks me for some advice before our draft.
Mind you, I don’t know a great deal about
the intricacies, but I do know that running

back is the most important position to
draft. So I recommend that he pick a quar
terback in the first round and make sure to
get some solid wide receivers.
As a result, Nick’s roster includes
the “accomplished” running back corps of
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Arts & entertainment

GRAFFITI TRANSCENDS THE STREETS
Amanda Roberts
-Staff WriterAs a form of communication and
expression, art is universal. Specifi
cally, in the urban settings spread
around the world, graffiti art is uni
versal. It appears everywhere, from
the gray backstreets o f Dayton to
the battered buildings o f bustling
Berlin. Graffiti art is socially contro
versial considering its creators and
criminal classification, but recently,
some people are recognizing it as a
legitimate art form and bringing it
out o f the alleys.
Graffiti was bom in the public
sphere and is the term for letters or
images marked on any property in
various forms. Graffiti shows up as
anything from scratch marks to wall
murals, and spray paint or markers
are its most common media. These
materials work well for the basic
graffiti technique of tagging, which
includes the artist’s name, initials,
or date o f their work in a signature
style
Tagging is the most common
form of graffiti, but its messages
are usually cryptic. A faster form
o f graffiti is a fill-in, which uses two
or three colors with quick motions, while a
blockbuster piece uses two contrasting col
ors to cover a large area. For complexity,
artists use interlocking letters, arrows or
points to achieve the “wildstyle,” or card

board stencils to achieve more defined im
Contemporary analysts and art critics graffiti for inspiration and incorporated it
ages.
have come to value it and designate it as pu into their lines.
Though some people label graffiti as van- bic art. Such recommendations increase the
As graffiti gains marketable popu
larity, artists gain media attention. The
most recognizable figure for graffiti
culture currently is the British artist
known under the moniker of Banksy.
While Banksy has managed to retain
his anonymity, he has spread his work
around the world.
Commenting on controversial so
cial issues, Banksy has sprayed his
stylized political messages on the
streets of London and the barriers of
the West Bank. His works are sarcas
tic and satirical as they address global
governments and economy. Though
his graffiti secured him the spotlight in
2003, he is talented in traditional paint
ing and pencil drawing as well.
Banksy finds ways to get his work
out, whether by selling pieces for half
a million dollars, or by personally in
stalling them in art museums without
permission. In the end, his main goal is
to make a statement, and fellow graffiti
artists have joined him in this effort.
With a contentious lack
of consideration, graffiti artists have
publicized their opinions, and many
observers believe they represent reAn example of Banksy’s Work. bellion. They adopted their aggresdalism by considering it damage to property, popularity o f graffiti and qualify it for com sive and audacious medium from gangs, but
others acknowledge that it can serve as self- mercialization. Notable graffiti artists like many who put their name on a brick wall are
expression. Depending on the quality of and Keith Haring have taken their work off the quickly gaining attention from those inside
the general reaction to a piece, communities streets and into the shops, while fashion de and outside the art world.
can reject or protect local graffiti.
signers such as Mark Echo have employed

EDITOR'S PICKS:
Educational Entertainment :
TED.com
Experts discuss topics pertaining to technology, entertainment and
design. Enlightenment has never been more interesting.

R e a lis t ic a n d r o id -.

I

Repliee Q2
The future is here. I t ’s only a matter o f time before the robot
revolution comes. Robots ju st human enough to be creepy.

PALIN IMPERSONATOR:

I
I
I
I

Tina Fey
You ’ll have to double check to make sure that you ’re watching
Comedy Central and not CNN, Maverick!

Best Campus Drinking Fo u n t a in -.

Center for Biblical and Theological Studies
Come, place your weary lips Upon these waters. Ponce de Leon
should have been looking in Ohio.

19th C entury Existentialist :

Friedrich Nietzsche
To paraphrase his philosophy, we hate everything.

Face book

in a n it y -.

Pirate Facebook
Now along with Japanese and French, the Facebook user may now
receive herfriend invitations in Pirate-speak. Avast me hearties.

Dinner With a Touch of Murder
Brandon Smith
-Staff WriterYou’re looking for a non-traditional
date. It’s getting too chilly for a picnic, you
don’t want to wait for a hayride, and taking
walks in nearby state parks for every date’s
entertainment becomes a bit of a cop out.
Try Cloak & Dagger, a murder mystery
dinner theatre about an hour’s drive away
in Columbus.
The place is unpretentious — your din
ner isn’t five-diamond, but who needs fivediamond? You don’t take yourself seriously
enough for that.
Try it if you’re looking to have some
good, personal fun with good actors, and
you’re willing to fund the thespian arts by
forking over the $40 you would spend on
both your dinner and your movie other
wise.
Everyone is a professional there, but to
call the place “grassroots” and “personal” is
an understatement.
The only stage is a 10 feet by 15 feet
platform raised just 10 inches above the
room’s flat floor, on which the seven dining
tables are set. Most o f the time, though, the
cast o f eight or 10 do their thing right down
on your level — sometimes just inches from
the faces of the audience.
All the scripts are written so that the
dining audience is actually present in the
world of the show. The characters know
they’re there, so prepare to be addressed or
questioned. Anything, even a blank stare,
suffices to be a funny answer.

I saw a show called “Death and Taxes
2008,” and it contained virtually no serious or
ponderous moments.
“I’m worried about a mole,” one political
adviser told a presidential candidate.
“Is it changing color?” replied the candi
date.
The writer used various stereotypes for his
humor: scheming Karl Rove-types, spinster
old ladies, strumpet-like young ladies. Again,
don’t take yourself too seriously.
The evening, spanning in The neighbor
hood o f two hours, alternates between seg
ments o f scene and food. What is the best part
of the experience? The cast serves your food.
Sometimes they’re normal people pour
ing your coffee, your peers, but sometimes'
they’re in character. You’ll be able to tell
which is which, and when they’re in character
you can ask them questions in hopes of figur
ing out whodunit before your fellow diners.
At the end, a prize — two free tickets —
was awarded to the best guess submitted by
one of the 46 people in attendance.
The food is generally very good. The
salad is so-so, but it isn’t worse than Chuck’s.
When I went a couple weeks ago, they served
a scrumptious cream of asparagus soup.
You have to select your entree when you
make your required reservations, and I chose
the eggplant parmesan, spaghetti and vodka
sauce, and a selection of spring vegetables.
All were top-notch, and I didn’t hear any
complaints from the rest o f my table — peo
ple who ordered almost all of the other pos
sible selections.
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Documentary Takes on
Terrorism and US. Politics
Danny Johnson
-Staff WriterThe memories of Sept. 11 — and the sub
sequent “war on terror” continue to linger on
in American minds not only because o f its ob
vious immediate impact, but also in the ensu
ing conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq and the
continuing global manhunt for enemy o f state
No. 1, Osama Bin Laden.
Though lacking its initial fervor and sup
port, the idea that the U.S. and her allies are
engaged in an epic struggle between good
and evil, between the freedom-championing
democracies of the West and the radical,
theocratic jihadists of the East, seems to be
commonly accepted among most American
observers of today’s geopolitical landscape.
In “Power of Nightmares,” award-win
ning British documentary filmmaker Adam
Curtis takes a markedly different approach
in explaining the Bush doctrine through his
somewhat unconventional presentation of the
philosophical and ideological similarities be
tween the seemingly disparate neo-conserva
tive and the radical Islamist movements.
In an engaging and fluid three-part series,
Curtis establishes the roots of radical Islamism
in the East and so-called neoconservatism in
the West, both having been disillusioned by
the shortfalls of liberalism and the perils of
selfish individualism, forming their indepen
dent ideologies to unite followers against a
common enemy, establish power, and bring
freedom to the world.
Curtis’s strength in reporting and filmmaking lies in his ability to trace social de
velopments to its basic philosophical sources
and in deriving its real-world implications.
The film, though audacious and sometimes
disconcerting, delves into the roots of where
we find ourselves in today’s world, particu
larly when considering issues of national
security and America’s image to citizens of
other nations.

NEW PLAY BRINGS
POLITICAL INTRIGUE
N ick Carrington
-Staff Writer-

Could Curtis’s claims be true? Isn’t he
just pushing the envelope? These sorts of
questions are exactly what Alpha Sigma co
president, junior English major Nathan Reed,
wants the film’s showing and talk-back ses
sion to encourage.
He states that Alpha Sigma decided to
feature “Power of Nightmares” because “it
provides a perspective that challenges the
typical political perspective held by students
at Cedarville, (and) raises important ques
tions about the United States’ recent approach
toward foreign policy.” No matter where
you find yourself in this discussion, view
ing “Power of Nightmares” will force you to
think, question and talk about it for days on
end.
Alpha Sigma, the campus philosophy or
ganization, is dedicated to encouraging open
philosophical dialogue and discussion as it
pertains to life in the 21st century. The threepart series and the following talk-back ses
sion will be held on three separate Thursdays
in October (Oct. 9, Oct. 23 and Oct. 30) at 7
p.m. inBTS 115.

Corrupt politics and blackmail can be
funny. At least that’s the idea behind “An
Ideal Husband,” the first Cedarville the
atre production this year and the second
production directed by Mr. Robert Cle
ments. “An Ideal Hus
band” is a chaotically
fun satire about the
relationship between
Sir Robert Chiltem,
played by Jonathan
Knight, and his wife
Lady Chiltem, played
by Jessica Wynalda.
Lady
Chiltem
views Sir Chiltem, a
politician, as the ideal
husband and a high
moral gentleman. This
view is quickly called
into question when Sir
Chiltem is blackmailed
by the conniving Mrs.
Cheveley about a po
litical scandal from
the past. Now, Sir
Chiltem’s career and
marriage are at stake as Sir Chiltem and
crew try to dissolve the threat presented
by Mrs. Cheveley.
The plot is ridiculous by nature,
fraught with blackmail and hypocrisy.
The script’s easy flow and fast-paced ad
venture make this play an intriguing one,
which is good considering the long length
of three hours. Get ready for many twists
and turns that integrate various forms of
comedy into the mix.
The introduction o f new blood into the
cast offers a new form o f enthusiasm on
stage. “A lot of people are making their

debut at Cedarville in this play,” says Alex
Vaughan, a sound supervisor for “An Ideal
Husband” and long time member o f Ce
darville theatre productions. “The cast is
a good mix o f seasoned veterans as well as
new faces,” he said.
There are some fun characters to look
out for in this
play
includ
ing the Earl of
Caversham, the
father o f Lord
Goring. Senior
Grant
Han
sen sports this
unique role and
instills some
o f his wit and
comedic style
into “An Ideal
Husband” as a
character who
continually
walks in on
Lord Goring at
the most inop
portune times,
causing his son
unending em
barrassment. Another character to look out
for is French Vicomte, an eccentric charac
ter played by Paul Mitchell Smith, who will
certainly draw some laughs.
“An Ideal Husband” explores more
than just political ambition and blackmail.
It dives into common things like past mis
takes and romantic frailties that help make
the play relatable to any audience.
The script exudes liveliness and should
not leave you high and dry, even if satire is
not your thing. Satires like “An Ideal Hus
band” rarely win an entire audience’s favor,
but this production won’t waste your time.

Students Ignore CU Music
Naom i Washatka
-Design EditorDespite the colorful ties of Dr. John
Mortensen and the witty stories o f Dr.
Bruce Curlette, CU music professors, the
attendance at the faculty and student recit
als has significantly decreased in the past
few years. The lack o f student attendance
has made the music department question the
interest and support o f the student body.
“It is demeaning for me to try to beg
students to attend. If they don’t want to
be there, I don’t want them to come. But,
it’s frustrating... I can’t demand students
come, but they should, they really should,”
Mortensen states.
Those attending Mortensen’s recent pi
ano performance were among many music
majors, few faculty members, and even less
non-music major students. Not only are the
faculty recitals decreasing in attendance,
but most of the “big-name” concerts on
campus have taken a hit in ticket sales and
interest.
Attendance at the Homecoming and
POPS concerts have been impacted most by
the disinterest of the campus. Attendance at
both has decreased by more than 60 percent
in the past ten years, and has been most evi
dent in the past three years.
Factors contributing to the lack o f atten
dance are many, but much of it can be at
tributed to the variety of activities available

to students.
“The students just have so much to
choose from that a faculty recital doesn’t
even cross their minds,” said Pam Miller,
administrative assistant to the music depart
ment.
“Requiring the music majors to attend
does help with numbers, but it is discourag
ing to see the lack of students in attendance.
All students will benefit from attending; the
recitals are entertaining and educational. We
are a liberal arts school, and we stress the
importance o f a well-rounded education.
I think if you never experience a classical
performance, your education is lacking.”
Faculty recitals represent the backbone
o f the music department, and the performers
deserve support from more than just the mu
sic students. The attendance at the recitals
does not reflect the talent, experience and
reputation of the department.
“I think students get the impression that
faculty recitals are stuffy occasions reserved
strictly for music snobs. But that’s not nec
essarily the case. The music professors are
full of charm and personality, and they do
their best to make their performances en
joyable on all levels,” said Audrey Hebson,
sophomore music major.
“Personally, I enjoy attending recitals.
Just the thought that God can take anything,
even a sound wave, and make it into some
thing unspeakably beautiful gives me the
opportunity to reflect and worship.”

Graduate Study At RIT
CafeefyfaeiJiefli,
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BLAST FROM THE PAST: DANCES W ITH WOLVES
Amanda Roberts
-StaffWriterIn 1864, stories from the American
frontier came in the form o f romantic nov
els. In 1990, stories about the American
frontier came in the form o f romantic mov
ies. Actor and director Kevin Costner used
the romantic movie medium to tell the tale
o f “Dances With Wolves” that unfolds on
the rugged plains o f 19th century Ameri
ca.
Costner stars in his movie “Dances
with Wolves” as Lt. John Dunbar, a des
perate soldier whose failed suicide attempt

in a Civil War battle earns him the honor of
a hero from his commanding officers along
with the choice of his next posting. Desir
ing to see the frontier before it disappears,
Dunbar requests to be transferred out West.
He arrives with company at the dismal
Fort Sedgwick of the Dakotas, but he is
soon alone like the solitary wolf wander
ing the prairie without a pack. However, the
land is not as abandoned as it seems.
A tribe of Sioux dwells close by, and
Dunbar soon makes contact with them.
As he discovers more about the Sioux as a
people group, he leams more about himself
as a person and about the life for which he
longs.

With its hopeful, inspiring depiction
of love and heroics in untamed America,
“Dances With Wolves” is film rendition of
romantic fiction. Wide, sweeping shots of
tan grass seas spotted with buffalo stand
among scenes of individuals struggling
to communicate and connect despite eth
nic differences. Such appealing qualities
earned “Dances With Wolves” seven welldeserved Academy Awards such as Best
Picture, Sound, Directing and Best Cinema
tography.
“Dances With Wolves” will be showing
on Oct. 12 at the Little Art Theatre in Yel
low Springs. This will be the second film in
the Screenpeace 2008 series.

Get From Library: The End is not the End
and “I f ’ for reassurance.
One of the most discussed tracks, “By
Your Side” is the first acoustic song the group
has seen fit to release. While it’s a refreshing
turn of events, “By Your Side” feels a little too

Heroes still has a ways to go before bridging
the gap between thick, heavier releases of old
-Staff Writerand the playful sound that comes out on “The
Three years after releasing their debut,
End is not the End.”
“Say No More,” House o f Heroes offers up a
Perhaps one of the most notable divest
bright and shiny body of new material.
ments is the tightened instrumentals. Those
“i f THE BOMBS FALL ON OUR
“The End is Not the End” features songs
who preferred the aggressive vibe of “The In
l a n d s , o u r p o l it ic s
about communism, epic breakdowns, love
visible Hook” may struggle with the brighter
WON’T MATTER.
ballads and much of the same instrumental
tones on this release, most likely a result of
ONLY
THAT
1
LOVED
YOU
originality and provocative lyrical discourse
the recent move towards a more traditional,
UNTIL DEATH.”
featured on the previous album.
two-guitarist approach.
—lyrics , Baby ’s a Red
Although radio stations nationwide are
If you’re a fan of the original sound, take
blaring “In the Valley of the Rising Sun,” me much like a Plain White T’s single to stand up it in with a grain of salt. If you’re still saying,
dia play does not a new sound make. Con to “Say No More’s” epic masterpieces like “House of what?” and enjoy bands like The
cerned and loyal fans can look to solid num “Metaphor in Parentheses.”
Almost and The Rocket Summer, indulge in
bers like “Baby’s a Red,” “Leave You Now”,
The diversity is impressive, but House of some admirably profound pop-rock.

Stephanie D evine

Must Read: rapture ready
N ick Carrington
-Staff Writer“Rapture Ready” takes the reader
through Christian pop culture from author
Daniel Radosh’s self-described Jewish
humanistic perspective. The book takes
a walk through everything Christian, from
the tacky merchandise referred to as “Je
sus junk” to Christian comedy, Christian
DJs and many well-known Christian books
and music. Along the way, readers learn a
few things about how some outsiders view
Christianity, and the picture looks grim.
Radosh goes hard after the religious
right, making a mockery o f the beliefs

and attitudes of many he meets. He pil
lages through the weakest o f conservative
Christian arguments concerning abortion,
creation science, and eschatology with
out seeking out the evidence. However,
his argument cannot be held against him
because no conservative Christian that
Radosh talks to seemingly has any worth
while answers.
“Rapture Ready” calls out many things
in the church that should greatly concern us.
The total disregard many Christians show
for the physical and emotional needs of peo
ple is staggering. Instead, most Christians
encountered prefer a drive-by evangelizing
style.

Popcorn Flick: Eagle Eye

P

“If you want to live you will obey.”
This is the tagline for Shia LaBeouf’s
newest film “Eagle Eye.” He plays Jerry
Shaw, the less successful o f twin brothers,
who finds thousands o f dollars in his bank
account and piles of weapons and explo
sives at his home.
A female voice then calls his phone and
tells him to do exactly as she says. His story
collides with Michelle Monaghan’s (“Gone
Baby Gone”) character, Rachel, a single
mother who is also following this voice and
trying to retrieve her kidnapped child. The
voice seems to be able to control almost any
networked electronic device it wants, from

security cameras to railroad cars. The two
come to realize that they must either obey
the voice and hope to get their lives back, or
run in hopes of protecting themselves from
this all-seeing eye.
LaBeouf has jumped ship from his ca
reer on Disney’s “Even Stevens” to block
buster action films like “Transformers” and
“I, Robot.” This role, however, portrays
him as an emotional, jealous brother who
shrinks in the spotlight rather than absorbs
it, contrary to many of his other films. He
is floored by the death o f his twin brother,
who excelled further than LaBeouf in ev
ery way. One scene during which LaBeouf

Christian entertainment lacks the qual
ity that the secular arts enjoy, and that is in
excusable. Too many people of God have
given no thought to the ideas that they fight
for everyday.
Radosh writes impressively, unleash
ing his brand of sarcasm throughout this
work. He unfairly comes to conclusions
about the nature o f Christian beliefs with
out all the evidence and seemingly attempts
to make some Christians look dumb. The
unfortunate thing about many o f his con
clusions is that they’re right. Read this
book; this is the thinking Christians are up
against, and these are the mistakes Chris
tians are making.

,Bsr s ner

cried over his brother’s casket was surreal
and heartwarming. Overall, it is one of his
better films.
The supporting cast was solid. Michelle
Monaghan played the role o f a desper
ate mother exceptionally well. Billy Bob
Thornton even kept out o f the way enough
to not overshadow the main characters.
Overall, this film was entertaining,
showing another government technology
intelligent enough for someone to use to
take over the country. “Eagle Eye” will
thrill audiences and bring suspense in this
post-summer blockbuster season.
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T H E REALLY IM PORTANT K IN D OF FREEDOM IN 
VOLVES A TTEN TION A N D AWARENESS A N D D IS
CIPLINE, A N D BEING ABLE TRULY TO CARE ABOUT
O T H E R PEOPLE A N D T O SACRIFICE F O R TH EM
OVER A N D OVER IN MYRIAD PETTY UNSEXY WAYS
EVERY DAY.
- DAVID FO STER WALLACE

th e

YELLOW SPRINGS
STREET FAIR: OCT. 11
Amanda Roberts
- Staff WriterThe village of Yellow Springs, Ohio,
is proud of its reputation as a collection of
eclectic shops, boutiques and cafes bunched
together in faded brick buildings. Yellow
Springs advertises its artistic community and
even takes time to celebrate it with anyone
who will walk its streets.
For years, Yellow Springs has held its
biannual Street Fair that promotes local
businesses and the fine arts ^
in the summer and fall.
On Saturday, Oct. 11, the
.
fair will return to Yellow
Springs for autumnal fes
tivities.
The Street Fair merges with the main
shopping district of Yellow Springs by in
corporating food and merchandise vendors.
The Yellow Springs Chamber of Commerce
is pleased to announce the assembly o f over
250 booths this season. This year, the booths
will extend farther south of Xenia Avenue,
but will stay off of Glen Street.
Area restaurants usually supply their
specialties, but international cuisine such as
Vietnamese, Mexican and Thai food add flair
to the featured menus. The food booths and
a food tent will fill Walnut Street and stop at
Short Street.

The chic shops of Yellow Springs will
bring out the best of their jewelry, cloth
ing, crafts, gifts and services, while traveling vendors add their intriguing imports and
fair trade goods to the market. Artists will
display their finest works to sell and share
with visitors. Accessories such as handbags
and purses will add to the mixture of wares
along with incense, candles and body care
products. Many items are handmade by resi
dential retailers, and some of the local stores
offer special deals for the day. The non-food
vendors will spread down
Short Street.
The Street Fair also em
phasizes entertainment and
activities. Staying true to the
fair’s subtitle of “music festival,” Yellow
Springs hosts several performances. Live
music will play outside the Bryon Center
on Dayton Street from noon to 7 p.m., and
a variety of musical acts will take the Jackson, Lytle and Williams Stage at select times
throughout the day. Street entertainers will
also mingle among the vendors. Some inter
active booths may appeal to children with
face painting and alpaca petting.
The Yellow Springs Chamber of Com
merce, Yellow Springs WesBanco Banking
Center and Peach’s Grill sponsor the Street
Fair, which is free and open to the public
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Here's ours
Christy ministers to women in North Africa.
Celestin survived genocide and now preaches in
Aaron sacks quarterbacks while studying online.
Ben teaches more than 5,000 college students.
Duce pastors and records hip-hop.

See these stories
and more at
www*dts*edu/cedarvi!te

Cu rren t

A r tis t
P ro file:
D a le
C h ih u ly
Erin Hayes
-Staff Writer-

In polite conversation, people
tend to only discuss a limited
number of topics. In our college
setting especially, conversations
are ridiculously scripted. We
discuss classes, roommates and
prospects for marriage. Students
are often at a loss if asked if they
have a favorite artist.
We’ve all taken Introduction to Human
ities, and may be even be able to impress
our friends with references to DaVinci or
Cubism, but for the most part, our college
experience, seated firmly in the lap o f boxy
brick buildings, Dixon statues, and soul
crushing white walls, is sadly lacking in
everyday aesthetic stimulation.
The world of art, thankfully, is much
more diverse than just Thomas Kinkade
paintings and over-examined art. So many
artists exist outside of our sphere of com
mon, everyday knowledge. One such artist
is Dale Chihuly, an American glass artist.
Chihuly’s works are massive glass
sculptures containing many separate pieces
of individually blown glass. He uses bright
colors and patterns to accent his art, and
most often, his pieces are free-form ex
pressions. In the art world, Chihuly’s art
is important not only because it is visually
stimulating and interesting to see, but also
because his use of glass is so original.
Because Chihuly installs his large sculp
tures by hand, each work contains thousands
of individually blown pieces o f glass. Chi
huly’s vision o f using small pieces to create
a massive sculpture has influenced the art
world significantly, causing many new art
ists to copy his methods. In the past, artists
used glass for small projects, but Chihuly
has brought glass sculpting to a large scale
and has made it a respected form o f art.
Chihuly doesn’t depict people or ani
mals in his glass sculptures. Instead, his
pieces contain fluid shapes, much like
shapes found in nature. Chihuly’s abstract
sculptures o f flowers and forms expand the
way in which people can define the world.
To Chihuly, nature is more than just trees,
leaves and grass. His sculptures highlight

the free shapes in nature, and they demon
strate the variety of colors that exist. Al
though many define nature as being green or
sky-blue, Chihuly’s art exposes reds, oranges
and yellows.
Because he usually depicts nature in his
art, it is fitting that many o f Chihuly’s pieces
reside in parks and conservatories. Cedarville students can most easily find Chihuly’s
pieces in Columbus’s Franklin Conserva
tory, an indoor garden with both plants and
art exhibits.
Mingled between the flowers and ponds
in the conservatory, Chihuly’s sculptures add
bright pops of color to the natural landscapes.
Over 30 o f Chihuly’s works, including large
hanging sculptures with intricate curling
glass parts, and smooth, round spheres of
glass, reside in the conservatory. Each sculp
ture in the conservatory is incredibly visu
ally stimulating, almost overshadowing the
beauty o f the plants, trees and small animals
in the conservatory.
His abstractions and use o f color allow
observers to break free from normal percep
tions of the world, and his use o f glass in
stead o f paint or chalk introduces the masses
to different mediums for art. H e’s featured
all over the world, from New York to Chi
na, and was recently the subject of a Public
Broadcasting Service documentary. I en
courage you to pursue his work online or in
live viewings.

Bring three, one plays FREE!
Thursday, Oct. 23
Stevens
Student Center
11a.m-3 rm.

O n ly $6/round
Plus FREE club rental o n ly
fo r Cedarville students.
925 Upper Valley Pike
Springfield, Ohio 45504
: 937*324-1144

Must present LD«
Offer good through 2008
Open year round,

www.ForestHillsPar3.com
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TOWARD A BETTER
CHRISTIAN FICTION
Sarah Jones
-Staff WriterFrank Peretti has sold over 12 million
books and his legion o f fans credit him with
starting the Christian fiction industry with his
1986 novel “This Present Darkness.” Peretti’s subject matter reads like an evangelical
hit list. “This Present Darkness” includes a
mocking description o f a church that encour
ages tolerance and preaches against cruelty
to animals. The sequel attacks a barely fic
tionalized American Civil Liberties Union,
as well as The Administration for Children
and Families. Peretti established his evan
gelical fan base with his novella “Tilly,” in
which a woman is visited by the ghost of her
aborted fetus.
Peretti’s work is typical o f an industry
that sticks to comfortable plots that sell well.
Reviewer Kevin Lucia mourns the two-di
mensional nature o f the characters found in
most Christian novels: “I ’ve spent a lot of
time thinking about why it is - for me, any
way - so much o f today’s Christian litera
ture tastes stale and lifeless, whereas secular
novels are alive, full of depth, and strikingly
real.” Novels like “The Kite Runner,” “The
Memory Keeper’s Daughter,” and “Water for
the Elephants,” as well as other, less main
stream texts, are proof that talent is alive and
well in the secular community.
Christian fiction was not always quite
so lackluster. The Anglo-Saxon tale of “Be
owulf’ is one example of early Christian
literature. Beowulf claims that God guarded
him during his fight with Grendel’s mother,
and Grendel is referred to as a descendent of
Cain. The genre really began with Geoffrey
Chaucer’s “Canterbury Tales” and Sir Thom
as More’s philosophical fantasy, “Utopia.”
In fact, most fiction before the Enlightenment
served to reinforce distinct Christian themes,
and most educated laypeople were clergy.
Hundreds of years later, C.S. Lewis wrote

“The Chronicles o f Narnia” and the Space
Trilogy. The worlds found in the Chronicles
and in the Trilogy are vibrant. There are
no two-dimensional characters. And while
there are spiritual dilemmas, not all of them
are resolved. Lewis and his contemporary,
J.R.R. Tolkien, are perfect examples of
Christians who produced good, mainstream

“...SO MUCH OF
TODAY'S
C h r is t ia n
LITERATURE TASTES
STALE AND
LIFELESS, WHEREAS
SECULAR NOVELS
ARE ALIVE, FULL OF
DEPTH, AND
STRIKINGLY REAL."

T h e W itten b erg S eries
The Wittenberg Series is an impressive string of public lectures, choral events,
readings and other collegiate activities put on by our neighboring college, Witten
berg University. Previous seasons have included the Second City Touring Company,
American poet laureate Billy Collins, and renowned pianist Juana Zayas. Wittenberg’s
campus can be reached by taking Highway 72 north and turning left on Ward Street in
Springfield.

Schedule:
Oct. 13th: Kenneth Miller, “Finding Darwin’s God”
Oct. 26th: The Festival Choral Eucharist for Reformation
Oct. 27th: Gary Simpson, “Can War Be Just? A Lutheran Perspective.”
Nov. 17th: Sherman Alexie, “Without Reservations: An Urban Indian’s Comic,
Poetic and Highly Irreverent Look at the World”
Dec. 5th: Lessons and Carols for Advent and Christmas
Jan. 19th: Henry Louis Gates Jr.
Feb. 19th: Terence Byrnes, “The Springfield Project”
March 3rd: Hilary Hahn, violinist
March 18th: Ron K. Brown/Evidence, dance performance
April 13th: Anne K. Mellor, “Embodied Cosmopolitanism and the British
Romantic Woman Writer”
For more information check Wittenberg’s website at http://www.wittenberg.edu/

texts that continue to be read today.
The Christian fiction industry should
be producing fiction o f the highest liter
ary quality. Instead of honoring medioc
rity, whether in the form of Frank Peretti,
the (unfortunately) bestselling duo Tim
LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins, or any of the
myriad Christian romance authors, Chris
tians publishers should concentrate on find
ing real literary talent. It does exist. Chris
tian literature was known for it. Bookstores
are flooded with trite, second-rate literature
because that is what sells. Stop buying it.
Christian readers should hold Christian au
thors to higher standards.
Billy Collins, former American poet laureate, gave a reading for the Witt Series last season.

‘B e lo v e d ’: A B o o k You S h o u ld H a ve A lrea d y R e a d
Stephanie Devine
-StafFWriter“Solidarity is not discovered by reflec
tion, but created. It is created by increas
ing our sensitivity to the particular details
of the pain and humiliation of other, un
familiar sorts o f people. Such increased
sensitivity makes it more difficult to mar
ginalize people different from ourselves by
thinking, ‘They do not feel as we would,’
or ‘There must always be suffering, so why
not let them suffer?” - Richard Rorty
Uncomfortable, awkward and disturb
ingly realistic, Tony Morrison’s Pulitzer
Prize-winning novel deserves a place on
every shelf.
Although it constantly switches time
frame and perspective, “Beloved” primarily
chronicles the struggles o f Sethe, a young
black mother living with her daughter, Den
ver, and her mother-in-law, Baby Suggs, as
other figures come in and out of their lives.
The story is set in late 19th century Ohio,
post Civil War and smack dab in the middle
of rural Cincinnati.
Morrison approaches subjects that make
us cringe by mention, often with a tone that

rings cold to many white readers. It’s the
normalcy o f these events, however, that the
book seeks to point out and rattle in its late
20th century audience.
The most prominent theme in the novel
is the power of abstract memory to construct
our reality and expectations. Subsequently,
the central plot is shrouded in mystery and
layers o f perspective that make it difficult
to summarize. Some of the most poignant
experiences from the text are derived in
complete cluelessness and incoherency for
the reader.
Much o f the book centers on a character
named Beloved: her history, her entrance
into Sethe’s life, her metaphysical exis
tence, and the power she exerts over every
character in the novel.
This family’s story is not a happy one,
and their misery over her past gives the
story its power. It’s difficult for us to wrap
our middle-class minds around the pain and
conflict o f pulling families back together
after a life o f slavery.-Throughout, Denver’s
unique perspective is uncomfortable and
unwavering in its adherence to truth.
Few books work so well to come along
side a grieving human being and tell her
story. The humanity in Morrison’s diction is

frightening, and her descriptions of Sethe’s certainly not a Greek tragedy, “Beloved” is
romantic relationships ring true in a way an exegesis o f character and psyche much
more than action.
few dramatic novels do.
Why Rorty? As he articulates so beauti
fully, it’s only upon exploring experiences
filled with such disequilibrium that we be
gin to understand our own biases and igno
rance. As a middle-class college student,
it’s easy to trivialize the atrocities o f slav
ery and continued racial biases until we put
name and faces with the history o f those
oppressed.
The novel’s emotional content is heavy,
intense and unpleasant, which is precisely
what we need to relate to our fellow Ameri
cans in such a profound way. Until we un
derstand the common threads in the human
experience, it’s disturbingly easy to dismiss
those experiences as arbitrary from our
selves.
Let us not forget, however, that “Be
loved” is no stretch of the imagination or the
history books. Morrison’s most acclaimed
work provokes and stretches the psyche in
a way that few authors can, particularly in
Although Morrison’s book is best known the in famous Bubble. Let us heed Rorty’s
for its themes o f race and romance, it is also advice and move one step closer to the rec
a literary achievement in the sheer com onciliation for which our faith cries out.
plexity of the plot. Not a linear mystery and
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